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Now More Than Ever,
Live the Life You Want…
IRONWOOD FARM
“This is simply one of the finest estates I’ve seen in my career.
The backyard overlooking the pond is so beautiful that it looks
like it is straight out of the movies.” — ROB DESINO

Offered at $7,900,000
This magnificent 119 acre estate is located in Central NW Ocala’s
acclaimed horse country. Wind up the paved drive to the spectacular
home site sitting high on a hill overlooking the beautiful grounds.
This property is recognized as one of the most prominent estates in
horse country.

WHISPERING OAKS FARM
“From the road you would think this is just a cute little farm
cottage, but as soon as you walk in you realize how large and
stunning this home and setting is.” — CHRIS DESINO

Offered at $799,000
This beautifully kept 6+ acre farm is just what you’ve dreamed of!
Located in Central NW Ocala’s beautiful horse country, where you’ll
find yourself surrounded by like-minded equestrians! It’s a great
location, and just minutes to equestrian venues, including HITS,
Live Oak, OBS, and less than 10 miles to the new WEC!

(352) 615-8890
Chris & Rob Desino and Matt Varney

Where You Want!
CHATHAM GLEN FARM

BRIDAL OAKS FARM

“This property has the perfect layout and is most certainly why the
13 acres feel more like 25! Not one inch of space is wasted. And I
absolutely love the master bedroom — it’s stunning!” — MATT VARNEY

“Such a pleasure to experience, as it is nestled back into the
quietest part of a lovely equestrian subdivision. It is simply one of
the best values on the market today.” — LISA ROGERS, OHP BUSINESS MANAGER

Offered at $1,775,000

Offered at $1,195,000

This 13 acre farm is conveniently located in Central NW Ocala’s
horse country; it’s one mile to HITS, and 15 minutes to the
new World Equestrian Center! There are 2 large pastures with
mature shade trees, and an additional 3 paddocks with 10-foot
aisles between. woodwork; it features feed and tack rooms,
wash racks, bath and efficiency apt.

This farm is located in the beautiful equestrian community of
Ocala Downs in NW Ocala’s prestigious horse country. This
location can’t be beat for easy access to main roads, parks and
riding opportunities, and horse venues, including the new
World Equestrian Center.

#1 in Ocala Farm Sales for the Past 13 Years & Counting
www.OcalaHorseProperties.com
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Creative Director
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Joe Deleon is a devout
husband, father, and
vegan, with a wealth
of more than 20 years
of experience as a
designer. For nine
years, he served as Art
Director of Charisma,
the ﬂagship magazine
of Charisma Media in
Lake Mary, Fla, and
supervised the art
direction of three additional publications in
digital and traditional
print formats. He also
contributed to national
ad campaigns. He then
worked for Bonnier
Corporation in Winter
Park, Fla, providing
creative vision and
artistic leadership for
the Parenting, Cruising
World, Sailing World
and Flying brands.
Conan Segrest
Chief Photographer
Conan Segrest and his
wife Yaisa have been
the owners of Full Line
Photography Studio for
the last 9 and a half
years. They have been
in the Ocala area since
graduating in 1998 and
married since 2001.
His wife got him his
ﬁrst camera that same
year and he hasn’t
put it down since, now
providing timeless
wedding photography
and family portraits to
his clients to cherish a
lifetime.
David Alliot
Copy Editor
David Alliot has been
an accomplished
ﬁnance, health, news,
politics and social

writer and copy editor
for more than 15 years.
His articles have
appeared in many
national publications
including those of
Bank of America, Wells
Fargo, USA Today, and
various news sites.
Sara Giza
Feature and Political
Writer
Sara Giza has divided
her time over the
past decade, between
professional freelance
writing and social
justice work. Originally
from Flint, Michigan,
she now resides in
Ocklawaha. She has
worked with numerous magazines and
newspapers in multiple
states. She had an
ongoing column with
Scripps Treasure Coast
Newspapers, covering
events and restaurant
reviews; as well as
wrote features on a
variety of topics for
Vero Beach Magazine.
In Louisville, Kentucky,
she covered politics for
LEO Weekly and wrote
lifestyle pieces for The
Voice-Tribune.
Dylan Robertson
Feature Writer
From the early days of
Williston journalism
class to the work of
today: Dylan Robertson has passion
for the written word.
Dylan launched his
media career as a
promotion’s assistant
for JVC Broadcasting,
spearing-heading several live remote broadcasts. Later he would
regularly contribute to
the Williston Pioneer

and FYI Magazine.
As a member of the
LGTQ+ community,
Dylan looks forward
to making an impact
with you and Embrace
Magazine.
Kayla Campbell
Photographer
Kayla Campbell is a
Destination Wedding
and Portrait Photographer based in South
Florida who loves wine,
ZA (pizza) and capturing the memories of
those who are in love
and getting married
throughout the world.
Jill Fink
Arts and Culture Writer
R. Jill Fink is a professional writer and artist
from South Florida.
She has lived in the
Ocala area most of
her life. She possesses
two Master of Fine
Arts degrees from Full
Sail University; one in
Media Design and one
in Creative Writing.
Dalton Hobbs
Photographer
A creative person with
an eye and interest
in capturing human
events through the
lens, Dalton Hobbs
began honing his photography talent back in
2013 in the small
town of Dunnellon. He
has since turned his
shutterbug hobby into
a full-time business in
Ocala, specializing in
all life events, such as
weddings, graduation
portraits, maternity,
equine eventing, and
artistic photography.

Mike Fallon
Travel Writer
Michael “Mike” Fallon
is a business professor
at Beacon College in
Leesburg, Fla., and
an avid traveler. He
spends about three
months per year traveling the world, and
has visited all Seven
Wonders of the World.
He’s been to nearly 80
countries, and around
60 UNESCO World
Heritage Sites.
Steve Pafford
International News
Writer
Steve Pafford is an
English journalist,
actor and author of the
acclaimed book BowieStyle. Having trained
from the ﬂoor up in UK
music titles Q, MOJO
and Record Collector,
he’s had his work featured in a wide variety
of British, American
and Australian media
including the BBC,
CNN, The Independent
and the New York
Times. Steve divides
his time between Australia and the south of
France.
Gary Tanner
Finance and Food
Writer
Gary Tanner has a
strong background in
information technology and property and
casualty insurance. He
lives in Mount Dora,
Fla., with his partner of more than 30
years and is an active
member of the community. Tanner owns a
successful insurance
agency, and he writes

technology and lifestyle articles related to
the insurance industry.
Melissa-Marie Marks
Physical Health Writer
Melissa-Marie Marks
is a freelance writer
based in North-Central
Florida. She specializes in writing about
green business and
green technology,
renewable energy,
conservation and sustainability, and holistic
health. Melissa graduated from The Florida
School of Traditional
Midwifery in 2012 and
practiced as a Florida
licensed midwife until
2018, when she retired
from private practice
to focus on her writing
career. She spends her
leisure time camping
with her kids and manifesting a life she loves
by utilizing the law of
attraction.
Katie McCullough
Mental Health Writer
Katie McCullough,
graduate of Flagler
College, is currently teaching English
Language Arts in Saint
Augustine, Fla, specializing in gifted and
exceptional education.
Prior to attending
graduate school, Katie
plans to pursue her
passion for writing
while ﬁnding time to
travel the world.
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Asher is your average guy walking
through life that
happens to be living
a life of Trans experience. He began
transitioning in June
2015. His journey
had led him down
paths he’d never
realized. Paths that
have helped him
help others.

Sara

David

Asher Bomse
Transgender Issues
Writer

Melissa

Dalton

An interfaith minister and life coach,
Donna Davis utilizes
her life experiences
to empower other
people to overcome
their struggles. Together with her wife,
Norma, they manage
Your Phoenix is
Rising, a transformation coaching
service focused on
helping others rise
from the darkness of
despair and embrace
their true Light
Nature. Donna and
Norma raised three
biological children
and served as legal
guardians to several
teenaged friends
of their children
during their time
of need. Donna is
a Registered Nurse
at Parralion HCA
Shared Services
and Performance
Director at Centers
for Spiritual Living
Ocala. She studied
RN at Rasmussen
College and psychology at Florida
Atlantic University.
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Unforgettable
Dream weddings are meant to be lived and shared.
P H OTO S BY K AY L A C A M P B E L L , O W N E R O F M E M O R I E S E X P O S E D P H OTO G R A P H Y

Donna Davis and Norma Anderson navigated a tremulous path to
get where they are today. On the way, they redefined what it means
to have spiritual faith and family in the LGBTQ+ community.
Donna and Norma
at hallwayville
locationand
here,
not
Shane,
Wes
sure who's who?

W O R D S B Y J O H N S O T O M AYO R

P H OTOS BY E L E A N O R H A N CO C K

For access to digital magazines (also available on issuu.com)
Announcements on radio broadcast of Embrace Magazine Radio Show
on WOCA 96.3 FM/1370 AM
Weekly updates and coverage on related LGBTQ+ topics

www.facebook.com/embracemagazine.us
www.embracemagazine.us
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IN THE LATE SPRING of 2012, I sat in a staff
➺meeting
at Ocala Magazine where I worked as
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executive editor, as our team brainstormed a
new feature story to fill one that
fell through. Our publisher asked
why don’t we cover gay life in Ocala, Marion County, it had never
been done before. I thought about
it for a brief moment, and replied
it was a wonderful idea, however,
I thought it warranted more time
and development than a quick
filler story. She agreed. Given the
green light, I pondered what angle I would cover the story, set to
publish three months later.
I asked myself what is Ocala/
Marion County all about? To me,
the Ocala/Marion County community are about faith and family. I thought that is what I should
present: a profile of families that
contribute to the makeup of the community.
Basically, what they see every day, only with
same-sex relations.
It took a while to find people willing to share
their story publicly. The effort paid off. The
story was called, “Me/We.” First, it featured
a family comprised of two gay dads and two
gay moms who decided to have biological children together. They provided a unique family
dynamic praised by their straight friends and
peers. Second, we covered the amazing story
of Donna Davis and Norma Anderson, who
took in straight teenage boys, friends of their
teenage children, into their home when those
boys faced adversity. Finally, we presented
LGBTQ+ resources, such as Ocala Pride Inc,
the local college social group CF GSA, and
Rainbow Ocala.
I decided to cover the topic in my Editor’s
Note, titled “Take a Stand.” My publisher was
concerned however, because I was essentially
coming out in my note. She felt if we endured
backlash for the story, the public outcry would

eventually subside. Yet if I came out publicly,
they will never forget. I replied with a note titled “Take a Stand” I cannot back down. She
and I waited for a sign. That sign
was the announcement that Anderson Cooper had come out
that same day. We published the
story, with the Editor’s Note unchanged.
The outward support was
overwhelming. We received numerous letters, email and texts
commending us for the bold coverage of a marginalized group.
My peers congratulated me for
my courage to come out in print.
I made the decision that if I ever
have the opportunity, I will publish my own LGBTQ+ magazine.
So here we are. Welcome to
the premiere issue of Embrace
Magazine, the first-ever LGBTQ+
magazine in North Central Florida. Our mission is to present stories of gay and straight
communities coming together to live, work,
play, and pray. We provide content that is appealing to both the LGBTQ+ and straight communities. It was important to me to include the
four pillars of health: Mind, Body, Soul, and
Finance, as well as transgender issues.
I want to thank everyone who contributed to
this new publication, and to you for your readership. All of you, contributors and readers,
are making my dream eight years in the making/one year in development come true.

john@sotomayormedia.com
John Sotomayor
Publisher and
Editor-in-Chief

OcalaPride.org
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Healing Begins
With You
BY KATIE McCULLOUGH

W

hen I was 14, sitting in my language arts class, George W. Bush
would stare at me as I stumbled
my way through comma splices
and sentence fragments. Well,
a life-size cardboard cutout
that my teacher proudly displayed as a front-and-center
demonstration of her conservative values. While the 43rd
president did not have much to do with my daily education, it is undeniable that the majority of our grade-school
education revolved around historical figures of similar
make-up — the white cisgender heterosexual male.
Not much has changed. Today’s education system ignores marginalized minorities and LGBTQ+ groups, while
laying the foundation for young people’s worldview. It
also lays the foundation for ignorance and harmful stereotypes that run rampant today.
Imagine a world where children are raised reading poetry from gay authors and short stories from people of
color; where history moves from monocultural to multi-

cultural. Imagine if our formative years
were immersed in knowledge representative of our population — in our classrooms. It is easy to dream about a world
where, consequently as adults, we are
able to actually enjoy family holiday dinners without having to hide from endless eye-rolls from the person who “just
grew up in a different time” or “doesn’t
understand why you can’t take a joke,”
and who cannot see the psychological
harm done to sensitive young adults.
So what can we really do to discourage such ignorance?
It must begin within.
Greet the world with open arms and
step both feet firmly outside of your
comfort zone. This could begin by simply contemplating your own passionate, unwavering points-of-view and researching the opposing side or taking
that trip to a foreign land you have been
curious about — whether it be Nebraska
or your neighbor’s house.
Expand your world — whether it be
exploring outside your own sphere,
reading narratives about topics that
challenge your own perspective, or
sparking new conversations with the
eye-rollers during the holidays, there is a
genuine need to learn about life around
you — including those with whom you
share blood. When you do, you learn
more about yourself and others who
share your colorfully diverse world.
I grew up with a father who taught
me that we are a compilation of the five
people we spend most of our time with.
I propose we expand and diversify that
circle to explore our limitless potential for personal growth and discovery
through connecting with others in the
most intentional, unabashedly earnest
way possible. Only then may we begin
to see the ripple effect.

KATIE McCULLOUGH
is a graduate of
Flagler College in St.
Augustine, Fla. She is
an English language
arts teacher at Flagler
College specializing in
gifted and exceptional
education. Prior to
attending graduate
school, Katie plans to
pursue her passion for
writing while ﬁnding
time to travel.
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TRANSGENDER

Openly Closeted
BY ASHER BOMSE

L

ife for most in today’s world is a
frustrating one. For someone like
me, a person of Trans experience,
it can very well be an openly closeted one. A life where I’m embracing
who I am while simultaneously being closeted. However, it’s a double-edged sword in more
ways than most realize.
I grew up in a rural town in central Florida where most
are Southern Baptist. I grew up mixed though. One of the
few. My dad along with his family are Jewish while my
mom and her family are Southern Baptist. It happens to
be the religion I was raised in. But more like brainwashed
in though. The very religion that often believes people
within the LGBTQ community need some extra love for
their sinful behavior. I spent most of my life in this relationship with this religion that taught me one thing while
I was being awakened to the reality.
In time, I was conflicted as to what the Christian religion was really about. I didn’t want anything to do with it
anymore. By this point, I was 26 and transitioning from
Female To Male. I was also questioning everything I’d
been raised to believe. I was at a crossroads. I did however
know that my family wasn’t going to ever love me for who
I am. Their true colors had shown. It was embracing my-

self four years later that tipped me in a
new direction of life.
In time, I bought a binder that helped
me appear more masculine. Most of the
time, I had to pick and choose where I
wore it though. I’d often wear it to the
store and other places around town. Not
that it helped much considering everyone saw me as a Female going through
a phase.
In time, I no longer cared what others said or thought of me. I knew I was
going to live my life my way regardless.
Everyone I’d grown up with let their true
colors fly. The result being them being
part of my past and not my future.
I’d often get misgendered even with
the binder on. I often corrected people and shared my story. It sometimes
didn’t go the way I’d hoped. I grew up in
a Trump county so most didn’t exactly
want me around. It didn’t bother me after a while. They were just opinions with
no sway in my life.

ASHER BOMSE is your
average guy walking
through life that happens to be living a life
of Trans experience.
He began transitioning in June 2015. His
journey had led him
down paths he’d never
realized. Paths that
have helped him help
others.
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“My PMS turns me into a
monster for a solid week. My
partner, thankfully, reminds
me that it’s all hormonal; that
I’m not really this person.”
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Hormones Driving
You Whack?
6 Tried and True Techniques to
Keep Moodiness at Bay.
BY MELISSA-MARIE MARKS

W

hen asked whether or not
mood swings have a significant
effect on her personal relationships, Fury Gray, a 37-year-old
mother of four and a self-identifying member of the LGBTQ+
community, is loud and clear: “Absolutely!”
“I have a really messed up cycle,” Gray says. “My PMS
turns me into a monster for a solid week. My partner,
thankfully, reminds me that it’s all hormonal; that I’m not
really this person.”
Folks in the LGBTQ+ community may be more likely to
experience the negative ramifications of hormonal imbalances due to the complex interplay between their gender
expressions and their relationships with people at work
and in other community circles.
Hormones, such as estrogen, testosterone, cortisol (the
“stress hormone”), serotonin, and growth hormone, are
found in people with ovaries and in people with testes. An
imbalance occurs when the body contains too much, or
too little, of one or more of these hormones and presents
with symptoms such as depression, anxiety, poor sleep,
unexplained weight gain or loss, decreased sex drive, and
more.

Studies suggest that the stressors
of modern-day life, like working long
hours, consuming a nutrient-poor diet,
and being exposed to a variety of environmental toxins, may be partly to
blame.
So what can we do? The following 6
techniques can help us take our health
into our own hands and put our hormones back into balance.
1. Get at least 7 hours of quality sleep
per night, and make sure you are experiencing REM (rapid eye movement)
sleep, also known as “dream sleep.”
2. Move your body, even if it’s just for
15-30 minutes per day, four times per
week. Not a fan of the gym? Consider
dancing to your favorite music, walking
briskly on the beach, or commuting by
bicycle to the library.
3. Meditate, pray, and get a massage
to reduce cortisol levels and manage
stress.
4. Eat more plants and ditch the dairy to
reduce inflammation.
5. Consider herbs such as passionflower, St. John’s Wort, ashwaganda, ginseng, and dandelion, and get your vitamin D levels tested to see if you could
benefit from taking a supplement.
6. Reduce your exposure to environmental toxins (which act as endocrine
disruptors) by storing food and drinks in
glass or stainless steel instead of plastic,
staying away from cigarette smoke, using non-toxic “green” household cleaners, drinking filtered water, and eating
organic whenever possible.

MELISSA-MARIE
MARKS is a freelance
writer based in
North-Central Florida.
She specializes in
writing about green
business and green
technology, renewable
energy, conservation
and sustainability, and
holistic health. Melissa
graduated from The
Florida School of
Traditional Midwifery
in 2012 and practiced
as a Florida licensed
midwife until 2018,
when she retired from
private practice to
focus on her writing
career. She spends her
leisure time camping
with her kids and
manifesting a life she
loves by utilizing the
law of attraction.
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Spiritual
Connections
“All things are possible to him who belives!”
Mark 9:23
BY R E V. D O N N A DAV I S ( Y P i R )

T

here are those who believe that it
is impossible to live a spiritual life
while living a nontraditional lifestyle. As a woman, and now a gay
woman, I’ve always been connected to my spirituality. Not everyone
believes in God and among those who believe, there are
many different names for a supreme being. While we may
not agree on the name or the existence of a higher power,
one thing we can all agree on is that we are connected to
one another. We all coexist and intermingle in this wonderful life, breathing the same air and existing in the same
Universe.
Love, or the light of the soul, resides at the center of every human being. It is something we share and it is as real
as the air that we breathe. The energy of love is immeasurable and unshakable. It’s what makes us empathize and
reach out to others when they are in pain. Written about
in every language, love is an integral part of the teachings
of every major religion. From the very moment we are
born, it’s what we seek most to give and to receive. We
hunger for it as much as food and water.

The problem is that over time, in this
somewhat mundane world, we forget
what true love is. We allow the negativity of the outer world to affect our inner
world, our self-worth and our self-love.
Love is patient. Love is kind. Love
does not judge. Love does not exclude.
Love is long suffering. This is what God
is to me – love in its most fragile and
purest form. Unfortunately, many have
bought into the lie that God will stop
loving someone if they’re gay, transgender or perceived as “different.” Nothing
could be farther from the truth, for it is
in your truth, your authenticity that you
are deserving of love and acceptance.
Just as rain falls on the just and unjust, and the sun rises on the good and
the evil, love pervades all. It’s in that love
that we each live.
Though your family and friends may
think that you can’t be spiritual while
being LGBTQ, know that they are mistaken. Being strong enough, not just to
accept one’s sexuality, but to embrace
it and even celebrate it, requires deep,
introspective work. Coming out (of the
closet) can be an experience of what
some call the “dark night of the soul”,
a spiritual crisis that many find difficult
to endure. But as dawn follows night,
that deep, dark place can lead to a place
where you connect with your Higher
Power, God, Universe, Spirit or whatever you choose to call it.
No one else needs to understand. And
you don’t need to explain yourself to
anyone.
The energy that is love understands
you completely. Anytime you do something with love in your heart, you are
connecting with your Source. So, if you
like church, go to church. Go to a church
or spiritual center that celebrates your
gayness and your uniqueness. If you
prefer to commune in nature, do that.
Do whatever connects you to the love
and the life that resides within you and
you will feel your connection to God.
Namaste.

An interfaith minister
and life coach, DONNA
DAVIS utilizes her
life experiences to
empower other people
to overcome their
struggles. Together
with her wife, Norma,
they manage Your
Phoenix is Rising, a
transformation coaching service focused
on helping others rise
from the darkness of
despair and embrace
their true Light Nature.
Donna and Norma
raised three biological
children and served as
legal guardians to several teenaged friends
of their children during
their time of need.
Donna is a Registered
Nurse at Parralion HCA
Shared Services and
Performance Director
at Centers for Spiritual
Living Ocala. She studied RN at Rasmussen
College and psychology
at Florida Atlantic University.
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FINANCE

MONEY MATTERS

Benefits of
Combined Policies
BY GARY TANNER

I

nsurance is one of those things that is
required and necessary. Yet it usually
winds up at the bottom of the list when
plans are being made for your future.
But are you doing you and yours a
disservice? The less you know about
this important necessity, the more trouble you could face
in times of need. For instance, did you know when to
combine policies? Should you maintain separate policies?
These are serious questions with serious ramifications.
You probably have guessed that most times, gay couples
maintain separate policies rather than combining them.
But those in the know always recommend that you
combine your policies if you are living together. You
should both be listed as the “named insured” or owner of
the policy. That would also allow either of you the ability to discuss your insurance with the carrier and make
changes to the policy if necessary. Combining your policies could also give you some potential credits, especially
with auto insurance.
For auto insurance, the first thing you want to do is consult with your agent to see if combining your policies will
save money. You could potentially get multi car discounts
at minimum. If you decide to keep separate policies, you
might consider adding each other to your policies so both
are covered as drivers on all vehicles. Keeping policies

separate will probably cost you more
than combining policies. As an experienced agent, I would only suggest that
policies be separate for a few reasons:
driving records, poor credit, or large difference in value of the automobiles. This
might even be limited since many carriers won’t allow multiple policies at the
same address.
For homeowner insurance, if you are
both on the policy, it would cover all
your possessions owned by both of you
in the event of a claim. In other words, if
you move in together, your current policy may not have enough coverage for
personal items such as jewelry, etc. and
should be increased in terms of value on
your policy based on how much value of
items was brought into the relationship
and household.
If you purchase a home together, you
should have a policy that includes both
of you as the “named insured.” No one
wants to think of ever filing a claim, but
if you need to, for a total loss of your
home, for example, the payment would
also be made to both of you instead of
just one.
Insurance can be tricky, but you can
make the right decisions that will protect you and your partner. Consult your
agent and be sure to bring up any questions or concerns about your property,
autos, or current insurance policies.
They will be able to guide you and give
you the information you need to make
great financial decisions.

GARY TANNER has a
strong background in
information technology
and property and
casualty insurance.
He lives in Mount
Dora, Fla., with his
partner of more than
30 years and is an
active member of the
community. Tanner
owns a successful
insurance agency, and
he writes technology
and lifestyle articles
related to the
insurance industry.
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PROMOTIONAL FEATURE

The Royal Treatment
Christain Iles Hair Care
By Sara Giza
nown as “the beauty architect,” Dallas salon owner Christian Iles, has spent three
decades making people feel and look their
best. As a celebrity hairstylist and make-up
artist, he’s worked with countless notable names such
as Laura Bush, Sigourney Weaver and Heath Ledger,
as well as models, politicians and business leaders.
While he exudes sophistication and is clearly highly
educated, he is proof that those traits don’t have to
come at the expense of warmth, genuine sincerity and
empathy.
As a ﬁfth generation Texan, Iles grew up spending
a lot of time outdoors. “I was one of those kids out
playing in the creek,” he said, “always out in nature.
I always loved nature, working in the yard and with
plants.” As a University of Texas college student, he
studied radio, ﬁlm and television. Never forgetting his
roots, when his mother became ill with Stage 4 cancer, he returned home to be with her. While there, she
told him “I want you to be doing something,” and suggested that he attend beauty school like his brother,
who at the time was a hairstylist in New York City.
Although he hadn’t thought of that, once he started down that path, it quickly became evident what a
natural he was. “I ﬁnished the program as quick as
possible, in nine months,” Iles said. Not only was it
clear that he had the skillset, but he was also driven
and dedicated to advancement. “I worked for others
in the industry for about a year, before I thought ‘I
think I can do this myself,’” he said. Christian Iles then
went on to do the hair and make-up of newscasters on
Good Morning Texas for eight years.
As for his moniker, “the beauty architect,” Christian
Iles really wanted others to know that their work was
a combination of both inner and outer beauty. “We
look at the structure of their lives and ask questions
about their lifestyle. What do they like most and least
about their hair and make-up? We take into account
the structure of their life, hair and face,” he said. In
fact, he spends time showing clients with a mirror,
the different sides and angles, to ensure they’ll have
complete satisfaction. “Even back when I was in beauty school, I really loved to help people feel and look
their best,” he added. “To really take care of the customers.”
From those early days, to being on movie sets with
actors and actresses and following them to events to
ensure their ideal look is maintained, to every customer who has sat in a chair at this salon, Christian
Iles has demonstrated a steadfast dedication to his
clients. Now, he’s bringing that same dedication to

K

“IN ALL OF MY
YEARS DOING
HAIR AND MAKEUP, IT FOCUSES
ON ALL OF THE
STORIES I’VE
HEARD IN THE
CHAIR. I’M HAPPY
TO LISTEN TO
PEOPLE, TO
KNOW THAT THEY
WALKED AWAY
FEELING LOVED.”

the public, as he launches his own product line Christian Iles Hair Care. There are currently three products
available: a bio-repair shampoo, a bio-repair conditioner and a serum. In future stages, he plans on adding other products and fragrances.
“I always dreamed of having a hair care line” Iles
said. Earlier in his career, while working at a Christian
Dior Boutique as a beauty specialist, he went through
extensive training on the ingredients that made the
treatments. Pairing that with three decades of using
every product available, has allowed him to handpick
only the best ingredients for his own hair care line.
“I worked with all of these products over the years
and have taken all of my favorite ingredients,” he said.
Iles hair care line is plant-based, no kill and cruelty
free with no animal testing. It is also made and manufactured in the Dallas/Ft. Worth area, keeping it in
the United States. One impressive feature, is that you
can utilize the serum to enhance your color. “You can
actually pour the serum into the color and it’ll help
with the processing and protein level,” Iles explained,
which results in a greater shine. Even more impressive
perhaps, is that he’s designed a line that works equally well for both African American and Caucasian hair.
Christian Iles is also currently busy working as the
Executive Producer for a new show called “If This
Chair Could Talk.” As countless people open up to
their hairstylists every day, sharing personal experiences, so has the clients Iles has worked with. As
for the motivation in creating this new show, Iles explained “in today’s world, there’s so much going on
and tension between people. Politics has caused a lot
of strife in both our country and the world. I wanted to
bring a show with a lighter tone,” he said. “In all of my
years doing hair and make-up, it focuses on all of the
stories I’ve heard in the chair. I’m happy to listen to
people, to know that they walked away feeling loved.”
While the show will certainly have elements of some
of his famous clientele, it will also include those not in
the limelight. For example, an interview with a woman
named Linda. When she was little, she was huddled by
a heater with her sister to stay warm, when it blew up,
resulting in 80 percent of her body being burned. Yet,
she’s never let that hold her back. “It’s about amazing stories, of people overcoming tragedy,” Iles said.
It focuses on what matters most, “love, empathy and
compassion.”
For a man who has spent almost the entirety of his
life in the beauty industry, one has to wonder what
inspires Christian Iles. Without a pause, he quickly answered “seeing people happy.”

TO FIND OUT MORE about Christian Iles and to purchase some of his amazing products, visit his website christianiles.com
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Donna Davis and Norma Anderson navigated a turbulent path to
get where they are today. On the way, they redefined what it means
to have spiritual faith and family in the LGBTQ+ community.
W O R D S B Y J O H N S O T O M AYO R

P H OTOS BY E L E A N O R H A N CO C K

Donna and Norma in
Ft Lauderdale, Fla.
to celebrate Donna’s
uncle’s birthday.

R

everend Cindy Grimes refers to Norma Anderson, an openly lesbian,
middle-aged, short, black outspoken
practitioner at the Center for Spiritual Living as The Face of God. An endearing nickname used by the entire
predominantly white and older congregation after Rev Cindy, the only
woman of color prior to Norma and
her wife, Donna Davis’ arrival, told
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was deep in prayer and meditation, asking God the same question aloud over
and over again. Then suddenly Rev Cindy opened her eyes and the face of God
appeared – as Norma. Norma stood over Rev Cindy and said, “If you shut the F
up, you would hear what I got to say.”
The entire congregation laughed out loud at the punchline. Norma has been
called the Face of God ever since. That is Norma. And that is the level of joy and
love she and Donna bring to the Center, where they are practitioners. Donna is
also a minister with the Alliance of Divine Love. Their belief is called Science
of Mind. While cursing may be frowned upon at other places of worship, here
it is seen as simply another pure form of God-expression. A person living their
own personal truth and sharing it with others openly. To them, that is how we
bond, forming the purpose we were set upon this world to achieve – connecting
each God-consciousness within us, with each other thereby unifying the one
God within this physical existence.

T

hat objective carries forward in their other
work.
As Interfaith Ministers, Life Coaches, and
Reiki Masters, Donna and Norma utilize their
life experiences to empower other people to overcome
their struggles. Together, they manage Your Phoenix is
Rising, a transformation coaching service focused on
helping others rise from the darkness of despair and embrace their true Light Nature. Donna and Norma raised
three biological children and served as legal guardians
to several teenaged friends of their children during their
time of need. Donna is a Registered Nurse at Parralion

HCA Shared Services and Performance Director at the
Center for Spiritual Living Ocala. Norma is Assistant to
the Director and Treasurer at the Center.
They are known by various traits: lesbian mothers,
loyal friends, and spiritual healers; but it has not always
been so. They each traveled a challenging journey to get
there.

Donna’s Story
Growing up in the island nation of Jamaica, Donna Davis could never bring herself to even consider the possibility of being attracted to another woman. Lesbians were

repeatedly gang raped by men convinced if they had heterosexual sex
often enough, they would lose their
attraction to women and favor sex
with men. Gay men had it worse. As
the song by Jamaican reggae singer
Buju Banton, “Boom Bye Bye” infamously depicted, gay men were either severely beaten or put to death
in a hail of bullets.
ven more of a reason for
Donna to deny any inkling
of same-sex desire was the
fact that her father was the
Pentecostal bishop of their church,
of which her entire family were devout members.
Donna’s fear of rape happened
to her anyway, despite no outward
portrayal as a gay woman. She was
only a teenager when she moved to
Fort Lauderdale, Fla in search of
the American dream. A wide-eyed
innocent, Donna was raped three
times, twice by men she knew
and once by several men who ambushed her in the cover of night as
she walked on a public street. At
17, she ended up in state protective
custody.
By then, she was convinced God
hated her. A minister’s daughter,
she did everything she was told to
do: she read the Bible cover to cover, went to every single church service. Her self-esteemed plummeted and Donna attempted suicide.
Her anxiety and depression led to
admission in a psychiatric hospital
twice.
Ultimately, she decided to take
back control of her sexuality. She
found her freedom on the stripper
stage. There she felt safe to express
her sensual side, protected by burly bouncers from the lascivious
grasps of lustful men.
Donna became a dominatrix.
That gave her even more control.
Men would reveal their darkest se-
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crets when completely vulnerable.
At 20, Donna met a man she
could finally trust. They were best
friends that decided they would
have children. She had already
convinced herself she was broken
and believed she was destined to
live alone forever. The arrangement made sense. He made her
feel safe. He knew Donna’s story,
and was OK with it. Donna felt this
would be as good as it gets.
Toward the end of her 13-year
dancing career, Donna considered
what she would do as she transitioned out. Having connected with
men on a deeper level exposing
their inner, darkest secrets, Donna chose a career as a therapist.
Having connected with the book
“Conversations with God,” by Neale Donald Walsch, Donna felt spir-

itual therapy was her path, so she
enrolled in ministerial school.
“For me, it was ‘Conversations
with God’ that asked really deep
questions I was already struggling
with that made me realize, I was
not alone in my unconventional
thinking about God,” said Donna.
onna struggled with the
contradictory
concept
of a loving God who was
also wrathful, and the
unfairness that indigenous people
who were never introduced to Jesus are believed to go to hell.
Donna had an epiphany.
If God is everywhere then he
must exist where Donna is at. Thus,
she could talk with God wherever
she stood.
“I realized my relationship with
God,” said Donna. “I would no lon-

D
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ger pray to God, but talk with God.”
She studied all religions. She
liked elements of Christianity,
Buddhism, and Wicca. She combined the elements she likes into
one faith and discarded the rest.
Her new-found faith carried her.
But she did not know anyone who
believed as she did. She felt alone
in her beliefs.
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Ever since Norma was a little
girl, she had always had a thing
for girls. She knew as a Jehovah’s
Witness, that meant she would get
disassociated, because that is what
she was told. Also told that heaven
has room for only 144,000 people,
she was OK with not getting in.
She felt the odds were a long shot,
whether she was gay or not.
isassociation
in
her
earthly life was Norma’s
greatest fear. To protect herself from being
branded as different and therefore unacceptable, Norma felt she
could never allow her true self to be
known.
Her mother became a Jehovah’s
Witness when Norma was around
5 years old. They never celebrated
Christmas or any of the holidays
because Jehovah’s Witnesses do
not celebrate anything other than
wedding anniversaries, not even
birthdays. Marriage is an institution created by God, everything
else, according to Jehovah’s Witness practice, is pagan.
Norma’s mother died when she
was 11, almost 12. For a while, Norma was shuffled around. She ended up living with a cousin whose
husband was the overseer of the
entire Jehovah’s Witness sect in
Marion County. Everyone knew
and revered him.
“Ours were considered the

D

‘straight and narrow family’ of
which you were to follow and emulate,” said Norma. The pressure
was definitely great to try to live up
to that lofty expectation.
Norma attended everything Jehovah’s Witness, which included
some kind of gathering three times
a week, be it a service, Bible study
or other. Norma went through all
the motions and steps, even baptized at 19 years old, but never felt
a connection, pull, or draw to anything religious-wise.
At 18, Norma married a man she
met in high school.
“He was not Jehovah’s Witness,
but he had no problem not celebrating holidays because he was
kind of cheap,” Norma joked.
He was in the military when they
dated. They were intimate when
he was on leave when Norma was
18. She got pregnant. The baby was
due in April. He said he would return on leave in December so they

could get married. So, they did. It
felt like the safe option. They were
together, technically for seven
years, but officially for nine years
before Norma divorced him.
“I left my son’s father when CJ,
my son, was about 9,” said Norma. “We looked perfect on paper.
But once again, no real emotional
draw. He was my very close friend.
But that was it.”
hey were polar opposites. She was an extrovert; he was an introvert.
Norma was asked to
sing at her aunt’s 50th wedding
anniversary celebration at the then
City Auditorium, now the Reilly Arts Center. That was the first
time Norma would ever sing at a
public event. He heard her practice
throughout the house and knew
her excitement. He refused to go,
however, and Norma felt unsupported.
It was “over” the night Norma

T

When Norma met Donna
For Donna, her first same-sex
experience was done on a dare. Being in the stripper business, there
was a lot of bisexual fantasy play to
entertain the men. Donna did not
want to try it, at first. One stripper had a different idea, and told
Donna she would get her one day.
Donna defiantly replied, that won’t
happen.
One night when Donna was inebriated, the same stripper who
chased after her kissed her. Donna
enjoyed it. It was soft. Donna felt
warm. From then on, Donna and
her husband, Bob, decided that an
additional woman might be helpful
in the relationship. They explored
polyamory.
On a Friday night, Norma walked
into the Night Zone, a gay club in

T
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“It wasn’t
love at first
sight,” said
Norma. “At
the time,
neither
one of us
were drawn
to black
women.”
The women
enjoyed some
momentary
laughs, then
parted ways.
The next
Thursday,
Donna
returned to
the Night
Zone again
with other
people, while
Norma DJ’ed
for karaoke.
It turned out,
both Norma
and Donna
like country
music.”

Belleview, a town close to Ocala,
to watch a drag show. She was the
karaoke DJ on Thursday nights.
Norma saw three acquaintances
seated together; they were giggling
like teenagers.
“What are you fools laughing
at?” asked Norma.
“We were wondering if that lady
in the corner, if her boobs were
real,” one replied.
Norma saw Donna sitting alone
at a high-top table, and said, “I’ll go
find out.”
“Excuse me,” said Norma, “but
my friends were discussing your
boobs and wanted to know if they
were real.”
“I think they are,” replied Donna,
then proceeded to bounce her pecs
to the delight of Norma’s friends.
“It wasn’t love at first sight,” said
Norma. “At the time, neither one of
us were drawn to black women.”
The women enjoyed some momentary laughs, then parted ways.
he next Thursday, Donna returned to the Night
Zone again with other people, while Norma
DJ’ed for karaoke. It turned out,
both Norma and Donna like country music.
Norma and Donna spent the
night discussing and singing their
favorite songs, much to each other’s surprise how much they had in
common musically.
By the end of the night, Donna
asked Norma out.
From then on, the two met regularly. First for lunch. Then more.
There was a problem however –
Donna’s
soon-to-be-ex-husband
Bob.
Bob did not want to let go. He
convinced Donna to try all sorts of
martial solutions, including counseling and romantic dates, but the
fighting continued. On the night of
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went out with two friends to see a
play. When she returned home at
9 PM, the door was locked with a
bolt. On the door hung a note that
read, “Your son is at your sister’s.”
Norma retrieved her son that
night, and by morning they were
gone.
he began to think about
what she liked, and what
she didn’t like to determine
where to go from there.
“I contemplated dating women,” said Norma.
Norma ran into a former schoolmate from Webster College at
Target where the woman now
worked. She felt at the time they
hung out together the woman
might have been interested in her.
Norma called out to her, and they
reconnected. They went back to
the woman’s home after her shift
ended and talked for hours. Before
Norma left, the woman kissed her.
“I knew then, I am a lesbian, and
I love it,” said Norma.
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Donna and Bob’s final fight from
a hotel room in Gainesville, Donna called Norma in Ocala from the
room closet to pick her up. She was
finally ready to commit to women.
“I was coming out of the closet
from an actual closet,” said Donna.
ob still could not accept
it. He asked why Donna
had fallen for Norma, who
was the antithesis of all the
other women both Bob and Donna
dated before. She was short, thick
and black. Why her?
“This was the deciding factor for
me – I saw a bond between a gay
parent and her straight children,
which I have never seen before,”
said Donna.
Norma’s ex-wife, Amy and
Amy’s new wife, Shawn, had their
daughters sit with their guests,
Norma and Donna, at dinner.
Shawn’s daughters spoke about
their schoolwork and dance practice. Donna asked the two mothers,
how does this work?
It works the same as any other
family, said the two moms.
Donna was concerned about the
girls being bullied at school. Amy
and Shawn invited her to ask them.
“What do your friends think
about you having two moms?”
asked Donna.
“They think it’s great,” replied
the girls.
This revelation surprised Donna.
“When I saw how close and
well-adjusted Norma was with
CJ, and how well-adjusted Norma
was with her ex-wife Amy, who
has since remarried with another
woman, Shawn, who had two girls
of her own, I felt a sense of calm,”
said Donna.
Donna’s observation offered
reassurance that being gay did
not mean a dysfunctional family
household for the children.
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“After a
while, Donna
began to
introduce
Norma to
friends as
“my partner.”
Often, the
greatest
challenge
for Donna
was getting
her own perconceived
notions out
of her head.
If you treat
it as normal,
so will they.
If you draw
attention
to it as
inappropriate
behavior then
they will pick
up on your
cues.
It was up to
Donna to
decide how
she wanted
to be seen
and treated.”

Immediately after, Norma told
Donna they can have whatever level of relationship Donna wanted:
lunch on Tuesdays, friends with
benefits, whatever. Even if Donna decided they were no longer
compatible and they needed to
separate, it would be hurtful, but
it would be OK. No one ever told
Donna it was up to her. Not Bob.
Not the other strippers who chased
her. Not her old religion or church.
Not even reggae singers like Buju
Banton. No one, except Norma.

Liberated
At first, Donna’s family tried to
separate them. After Donna told
Bob she was done with their marriage, Bob turned to Donna’s family
for help. He knew their Pentecostal
faith would favor their interracial
marriage over her same-sex union
with Norma.
he turning point occurred
when Donna sat with her
two children, Emmanuel
and Aloray, 7 and 8 at the
time, on the front porch. Donna
told her children, “I am with Miss
Norma, and I am happy. And I
don’t cry.”
“Yeah, you and daddy argue a
lot,” they replied.
“Yes, we do. And that is not OK,”
Donna replied back, then asked,
“Would you be OK if mom was
with a woman?”
“We don’t care, as long as you
are happy,” they replied.
Donna’s mother, Madge Kerr,
hearing this, said to her daughter,
“You must know what makes you
happy.” That was all she needed to
say. That was her way of backing
her daughter one hundred percent. They no longer needed to
concern themselves with Bob.
After a while, Donna began to
introduce Norma to friends as

T
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A Drag Show with male and female
impersonators, and a drum circle.
The gathering was a marvelous
merge of gay and straight, black
and white, believers and nonbelievers. A mix of everyone in their lives
coming together to celebrate.
Donna’s Jamaican aunt and uncle loved it. Donna’s aunt told her
the enjoyment of the drag show felt
liberating.
rom that moment on, Norma and Donna’s lives were
all about openness and inclusiveness. The next decade opened another chapter in
their lives they never imagined
possible.
A year after their wedding, Donna and Norma joined the Center
for Spiritual Living. They showed
up with the entire family: the two
younger kids and Donna’s mother, Madge. The congregation was
all older and white. The African/
Jamaican-American Anderson-Davis brood were immediately embraced.
“I remember when Rev Peggy
invited me to read a book,” said
Donna. “I was never invited to read
by a minister before. I was always
instructed to read.”
Rev Peggy invited Donna and
Norma to open their minds to the
possibilities. It was also the first
time a minister encouraged them
to hold hands freely at church. To
show public displays of affection
toward one another so that others
can see it is natural and OK. They
were told to feel free to be themselves. That by doing so, they allow spiritual connectivity between
them all, so that the “God in others”
may honor the “God in them.”
When Donna asked Rev Peggy,
do you believe Jesus Christ died for
our sins? Rev Peggy replied, “We
believe that Jesus was the great

Centered
Donna and Norma’s wedding on
April 15, 2007 changed everything.
Prior to the wedding, news of it
re-forged some of Norma’s relationships with her non-Jehovah’s
Witness family members she had
at arm’s length. Ultimately, most of
her family living in Ocala wanted
an invitation.

O

riginally planned with
50 guests, it grew to
250. Everyone wanted
an invitation, from Donna’s coworkers at Your Day Bridal
and Spa and Norma’s coworkers
at Sprint Nextel, to all the ladies
Donna entertained at Night Zone.
Donna invited her mentor from
Alliance of Divine Love (ADL) Ministry, Bob, to officiate at the Armenian American Cultural Society.
On the day of the wedding, He was
not feeling well so Ralphie, a longtime friend of Norma’s who was a
notary, officiated. Ralphie’s Jewish
roommate, known by his friends as
Fat Man Heb, provided the smoker
for cooking. Family members provided the food, an eclectic blend of
southern barbecue and Jamaican
cuisine like Jerk Chicken and Curry Goat. The entertainment was
interactive, and included karaoke,
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“my partner.” Often, the greatest
challenge for Donna was getting
her own per-conceived notions
out of her head. If you treat it as
normal, so will they. If you draw
attention to it as inappropriate
behavior then they will pick up on
your cues.
It was up to Donna to decide
how she wanted to be seen and
treated.
A year later, Donna and Norma
got married.
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example, not the great exception.
We can all be connected to Christ’s
nature.”
The revelation blew Donna’s mind.
She could be Pentecostal and pagan at the same time. One did not
cancel the other. That was revolutionary ideology to her. She had to
become like Christ and be an example to others.
orma and Donna embraced the concept of
God in-expression.
“I am ok in being in my Truth,” said Donna. “I
am God-expressing and you are
God-expressing, and this is God
talking to God, saying the spark I
me is saying hi to the spark in you.”
From that point on, Donna
stopped referring to Norma as her
partner. She referred to Norma as
her wife.
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Full House
The concept of being God-expressive resonated with everyone
around Donna and Norma, including the teenage friends of their
children.
The Anderson-Davis house in
Indian Pines was opened to all
their children’s friends. The house
had a swimming pool and game
room, and Norma’s DJ skills were
put to good use. It was the ideal
teenager hang out spot. That way,
Donna and Norma could keep an
eye on them.
Donna’s son, Emmanuel, was
friends with everyone. At any given non-school day, there could be
30 kids at the house. He was also
the caregiver for the underdog.
Anyone who had less than him, or
needed help of any sort, Emmanuel would bring them into the house.
Emmanuel’s best friend, Andrew, was a frequent visitor. Eventually, Andrew’s brothers would

come with him. At the end of the
day, they would all go home, except for Andrews’ oldest brother
Chris, 16. He hardly played with
the other kids. Chris hung around
the pool, or by the PlayStation video game.
One day, Norma and Donna
were taking Chris home because it
was late, so Norma asked him why
he hangs out at their home when
he doesn’t interact much with the
other younger kids?
Chris replied, “Well Miss Norma,
it is quiet over here.”
With 30 kids running around
the house on any given summer
day, how is it quiet? “You and Miss
Donna don’t argue,” he said.
Three weeks later, Norma returned home to find Donna sitting
with Chris at the kitchen table.

“Sit down babe, we need to talk,”
said Donna.
Chris asked to move in.
onna and Norma were
concerned how his parents felt. Afterall, what
mother would sign their
parental rights away to non-family members? To strangers? They
were also concerned about who
would be contacted in the event
something happens at school, or
elsewhere. Who would be the legal
guardian?
Their doubts were alleviated once they asked to meet with
Chris’ mothers. A phone call made
to Chris’ mother was answered
with, “sure, I’ll sign a letter.”
Chris moved in first. Chris’s best
friend, Rudolph became the second boy to move in.

D
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Rising Phoenix
Donna and Norma have fond
memories. Like the time they took
a trip to the beach, with a packed
car of mixed-race-kids-with-twomoms version of the Partridge
Family singing “Hey, Soul Sister.”
And the time Donna officiated the
ceremony for Chris and his bride.
In 2015, when same-sex marriage
was legalized in the United States,
Rev Peggy and Rev Cindy both
co-officiated Norma and Donna’s
wedding. Once again, everyone
wanted to attend, uniting club-go-
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“I got that
from my
family, from
my peers at
The Center,
from these
kids that
needed our
help,” said
Donna. “I can
be OK with
however and
wherever my
journey takes
me, because
I only need
to show up
as I am. If
that means
show up as
a lesbiancountry
music-lovingJamaicanmother-ofmany then so
be it. If I just
show up as
I am, God is
there to love
me, and will
reveal my
purpose.”

ers with church-goers, and everyone in between.
orma and Donna have
channeled their energy to a new calling. In
2016, they launched
their life coaching business, Your
Phoenix is Rising. They began by
mentoring women with dating
advice. It then became rebuilding lowered self-esteem, like that
of Kelly R, who was shattered by
divorce of a man who left her for
another woman, compounded by
the challenges of providing for
a special-needs child as a single
mother.
In her conversation with God,
Donna says God revealed to her,
“I love you however you show up.”
“I got that from my family, from
my peers at The Center, from these
kids that needed our help,” said
Donna. “I can be OK with however and wherever my journey takes
me, because I only need to show
up as I am. If that means show up
as a lesbian-country music-loving-Jamaican-mother-of-many
then so be it. If I just show up as
I am, God is there to love me, and
will reveal my purpose.”
Donna Davis and Norma Anderson were an unlikely pair. They
weren’t attracted to one another
when they first met. They couldn’t
connect with other relationships,
those attempts felt empty. They
didn’t even know how to love
themselves. Yet they did learn to
love themselves first, then love one
another, then ultimately their love
impacted an entire community. It
started with Norma and Donna.
Two halves of one spirit.
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Four other boys followed: Rudolph’s older brother, Rodney,
Chris’ younger brother Anthony,
then Darren “D-Man” and Alex,
from the same apartment complex
as Chris, Anthony, and Andrew.
None of the parents, the majority were white and straight, had an
issue with Norma and Donna being
a lesbian couple, nor did they have
issue with race.
ll the boys, ranging from
13 to 16, stayed until they
graduated high school
and/or turned 18. Once
they did, it was time to move out.
During that time, Donna and
Norma felt it was their obligation
to instill some discipline in these
boys so they leave the house as stable young men. The boys were encouraged to attend service at The
Center.
To Norma and Donna, it was
imperative that the boys were given a choice. They were not made
to go. They had to want to go.
Everything was handled through
conversation. Ultimately, the boys
wanted to see for themselves
how the Center developed such
well-grounded people like Norma
and Donna. They wanted it for
themselves.

L I F E | H E A LT H | S P I R I T U A L
PERSONAL EMPOWERMENT COACHING

Your Phoenix Is Rising
MIND | BODY | SPIRIT
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Unforgettable
Dream weddings are meant to be lived and shared.
P H OTO S BY K AY L A C A M P B E L L , OW N E R O F M E M O R I E S E X P O S E D P H OTO G R A P H Y
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Donna Davis and Norma Anderson navigated a tremulous path to
get where they are today. On the way, they redefined what it means
to have spiritual faith and family in the LGBTQ+ community.
Donna and Norma
at hallwayville
locationand
here,
not
Shane
Wes
sure who's who?

W O R D S B Y J O H N S O T O M AYO R

P H OTOS BY E L E A N O R H A N CO C K
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Most weddings are held throughout a single day…not so for Nathaniel, also known as Wes, and Shane Wesley-Walker. Theirs spanned four days
over Memorial Day weekend. With family and friends traveling to San Diego from all corners of the world, the grooms planned events each day to
provide an opportunity for everyone to get to know one another before the big day.
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On Thursday, they kicked things off with a welcome reception on the rooftop of the Hotel Republic San Diego with light hors d’oeuvres and cocktails. Friday, the grooms got a bit adventurous throwing their axes off at Battle Axe San Diego. And Saturday, they hosted a pool party on the rooftop of
the Andaz San Diego with DJ’s dakeek, griD, and WE.
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The wedding took place on Sunday, May 26, 2019. The grooms worked with Los Angeles based production company, AOO Events, to design and
plan their special day. AOO Events worked with the grooms on every detail to transform their venue – BRICK – from the ground up, taking an empty
building and creating an experience that surpassed our wildest expectations. The layout included a red-carpet entrance, runway stage branded with
their “W” logo, two open bars, a 180-degree photo booth, three food and dessert stations, club and lounge seating, and a spacious dance floor.

U N F O R G E T TA B L E
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The ceremony, officiated by their friend Matt, was a perfect mix of the couple. The grooms wrote vows to each other, exchanged rings (symbolizing
their commitment to one another) and crowns (symbolizing their commitment to being leaders of our new family). Both Nathaniel and Shane were
overcome by emotion as they proclaimed, “I give you this ring and with it, all that I have. I give you this crown, and with it, all that I am.”

U N F O R G E T TA B L E
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The theme, Colorless Love, was met-gala inspired, with guests dressed in only black and white. Nathaniel emphasized that he wanted “everyone
to feel the way Shane makes me feel…like a beauty unseen before!” The 200 guests in attendance did not disappoint!
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The reception was out of this world. They began with many of the normal traditions, the wedding party entrance, newlywed entrance, cutting of
the cake, toasts, and a mother son dance. One of their favorite moments was during their toast to the guests they really wanted to get an “Ellen-like”
Oscar selfie…which turned into all of their guests chanting “W Life” as they streamed live on Facebook. Some things just can’t be planned, but it’s a
memory that will live on forever. DJ Dimepiece got their guests moving on the dance floor, as did the open bar…while the newlyweds mingled with
guests. Every so often, they’d sneak away to do an outfit change…surprising their guests on multiple occasions. At one special moment during the
reception, their cultures came together as they danced with their family and friends in traditional Liberian attire.
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As the reception came to a close, the newlyweds took the stage for
one final toast to their guests. They turned their backs to the crowd for what
seemed like a split second to thank the DJ and when they turned around,
their family and friends had created a human tunnel the entire length of the
venue. Walking through the tunnel hand in hand, the newlyweds were overwhelmed with the outpouring of love and support from those that attended
the wedding. Their journey is just beginning as a married couple, but Wes
and Shane feel they have so much more of their story to share.

THE COUPLE: Nathaniel and Shane Wesley-Walker
WEB: www.thatwlife.com
www.wesleywalkerwedding.appycouple.com
INSTAGRAM: @thatwlife
–
PHOTOGRAPHER: Memories Exposed Photography
WEB: www.memoriesexposedphotography.com
INSTAGRAM: @capturemyweddingmemories
–
AFRICAN DESIGNER: Mr. Asoebi
INSTAGRAM: @mr.asoebi
–
HOTEL: Andaz San Diego – Cabana Suite
WEB: www.hyatt.com/en-US/hotel/california/
andaz-san-diego/sanas/rooms
INSTAGRAM: @andazsandiego

VENUE: BRICK
WEB: www.brick.828venues.com
INSTAGRAM: @brick.828
–
DJ: DJ Dime Piece
WEB: www.djdimepiece.com
INSTAGRAM: @djdimepiece
–
SUITS: Billionaire New York
WEB: www.billionairenewyork.com
INSTAGRAM: @billionairenewyork
–
SHOES: Christian Louboutin
INSTAGRAM: @louboutinhomme

WEDDING PLANNING & PRODUCTION: AOO Events
WEB: www.aooevents.com
INSTAGRAM: @aooevents
–
FLOWERS: AOO Events
WEB: www.aooevents.com
INSTAGRAM: @aooﬂoral
–
CATERING: MIHO Catering Co.
WEB: www.mihocateringco.com
INSTAGRAM: @mihocateringco
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Straight and gay men can become close friends
without sexual tension. Just ask straight TV Star of
Survivor: David vs. Goliath Dan Rengering. He shares
his personal relationship with his bisexual manager,
Zac Jaydon, and why he feels straight people
shouldn’t get hung up on homophobia.

}

A Straight Answer
W O R D S B Y J O H N S O T O M AYO R A N D DY L A N R O B E R T S O N
P H O T O S P R O V I D E D B Y Z A C J AY D O N A N D C B S S T U D I O S
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Dan and Zac
at Disney’s
Animal Kingdom;
September 2018.
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Seated in the crowded outdoor patio of a café in Gainesville, Dan Rengering, a TV Star from the hit CBS show
Survivor: David vs. Goliath, and Zachary “Zac” Jaydon,
his long-time manager, recalled their first meeting.
As many could relate to, it involved a night of questionable choices regarding alcohol.
“I flew home to America from Germany 10 weeks after
talking with Dan on the phone,” said Zac, his eyes fixed
as he visualized the moment. “I met up with Dan in Chicago, who was there for Pet Gotcha Day charity event.
He was among sexy firemen and policemen who have
done calendars.”
“They were trying to make us Pickleback shots but
they did not have pickle juice,” Dan interjected. “They
gave us olive juice. So, I thought, OK let’s do this.” Dan
paused. “It was a terrible idea.”
“It was some really fancy whiskey drink that tasted
like oranges dipped in battery acid. It was absolutely
disgusting,” Zac added.
Zac recalled they ended up at a nearby pizzeria, within
walking distance of the hotel.
“All I remember was that the pizza was kind of shit, a
little burnt, but fine in a pinch,” Zac added. “Then I remember the night not going so well … Dan was …”
“Not sick at all,” Dan said with a hearty laugh.
As the story continued, the next day they were going
to an NFL game and decided to get pizza again. Not sure
where to go, they stopped in the first pizzeria they could
find.
“We noticed bicycles hanging from the ceiling and
a huge record player in the corner,” recalled Zac. “We
turned to each other and said, this is definitely where we
were last night.”
Zac concluded, “I highly recommend that – if you want
to go to the same place twice hours apart and get an entirely different experience, drink Pickleback shots with
olive juice.”
We all laughed.
The frequent interruptions to tell the story they both
experienced, as well as the constant laughter throughout
the interview revealed one unquestionable observation
– these two guys were best friends. What makes their
relationship unique, as that one is totally straight and the
other not straight at all.

Friends with Mega Hits

A smirk came across Zac’s face when asked how he
and Dan became friends. According to Zac, they have a
shtick answer to this question, which he quickly added
was highly inappropriate.

“It has to do with a truck stop and, anyway … none of
it is true,” said Zac.
We all laughed.
The actual way they became friends centered on Dan’s
instant fame from a viral photo on social media.
“Once the photo of me with my two coworkers from
my SWAT team went viral, Zac added me on Facebook,”
said Dan. “A few days later I needed help managing
social media so Zac offered to help. He said ‘give me a
call and we’ll make it work.’ We were on the phone for
hours.”
Dan’s personal Facebook jumped to 5,000 then required the creation of a fan page to accommodate the
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“It’s super simple –
It’s not complicated. It
is hard for some people to wrap their head
around whenever they
see something that is
different.”
Growing up, Dan was
terests and similar personalClockwise from Top
no exception to this unities created an unbreakable
Left: Zac and Dan
spoken rule.
bond whereby sexual orienat Times Square,
New York, October
“I used to be a fat kid.
tation didn’t matter.
2018; Dan Rengering
I was over 350 lbs. I can
at 350 lbs; Dan
relate to being judged
Straight Man Talking
Rengering on Survivor:
David vs. Goliath,
but that is not my moThe chuckles of past sheaired September –
tivation for helping othnanigans faded back toDecember 2018.
ers. It is about doing the
wards a discussion about
right thing,” Dan explained.
Dan’s experience as a straight male
Zac then began to share his peradvocating for his fellow homosexsonal upbringing, and affirmed his
ual counterparts. Dan is originally
best friend and client’s sentiments;
from the rural North Floridian town
“In my business we always say ‘find
of Lake Butler; where small town
the role that you were born to play’
charm can be unidyllic for persons
and that applies in life as well.”
who don’t necessarily conform to a
Zac grew up in the entertainment
‘small-town’ societal trope.
business, and around gay people.
“I see people in my parent’s genHis dad’s best friend is gay.
eration and even people in my gen“He and my father make a joke of
eration who come from small towns
it, telling friends they were building
who think that homosexuality is
a tree house in the backyard when
not OK. To me, who cares? People
my dad dropped a hammer on his
should treat everyone as they want
head – so it’s his fault,” quipped Zac.
to be treated,” Dan explained.
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still rising numbers. In one night, his
Facebook fan page climbed to over
20,000 members.
“Dan was having a meltdown
because his overnight popularity
overloaded his social media and
everything was crashing,” said Zac.
“Nothing would load.”
“He walked me through the social
media problem, and talked in general for hours. We’ve been friends ever
since,” said Dan. “We talk every day.
We hang out all the time.” The two
been working together for the past
two and a half years.
The viral photo Dan spoke of is
known as The Hot Cop. The popularity attracted a producer of the hit
CBS show, Survivor, who reached
out to Dan. What was supposed to
be a 5-minute conversation over
Skype, turned into an almost twohour conversation. Dan was selected for Survivor: David vs. Goliath
only three weeks before production,
so he had to scramble. He went on
Survivor, and survived 25 days out
of 39, but was taken out by a controversial new tactic that was unknown to the cast until it was used.
Dan played an idol, so he thought he
was safe. Dan was voted out using
an Idol Nullifier, which was introduced to the show that season. A
new twist. For Dan, it was a shock.
His new-found celebrity created a
need for Zac to fill. Their mutual in-
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“It never dawned on me that being gay was
different, because it was never presented to
me as ‘abnormal’ – ever.”
“On the opposite side, Dan growing up in
a small town – while it is not presented as
abnormal either, you don’t live next door to
Will & Grace, so you don’t understand it as
much,” Zac said.
Despite not having direct relationships
with anyone from the lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender, and queer (LGBTQ) community, Dan knew right from wrong.
“I am a firm believer for equal rights and
opportunities for all,” said Dan. “People
who are LGBTQ are just like anyone else, so
they should not be denied the rights available to straight people.”
The two of them determined that if Dan
could be having the realization at 25, then
he can’t be the only one. Dan began to write
blogs aimed at straight followers regarding
the LGBTQ community is his way of helping others to come to the same realization.
[see sidebar: June is LGBT Pride Month]

Dan’s Big Heart

With all the various facets and formats
that Dan and Zac have at their ‘star-lit’ disposal, their outreach to a variety of social
causes is absolutely no exception.
Most notably, Dan and Zac’s largest contribution to the LGBTQ community would
be their involvement in the Trevor Project.
Founded in 1998 by the creators of the
Academy Award-winning short film, “Trevor,” the Trevor Project is the foremost national institution administering crisis intervention and suicide prevention services to
LGBTQ young people under 25.
“Yes. Zac opened my eyes to them. When
he [educates] me on an LGBTQ cause, I say,
I want to help that cause,” Dan explained.
Zac worked with The Trevor Project before through the critically acclaimed television show, Glee.
“Ryan Murphy, the creator of Glee,
and many of the cast members, like Kevin McHale who played Artie Abrams, and
Chris Colfer, who played Kurt Hummel,
were very involved with
The Trevor Project, so
I became involved to
Zac, Dan and friends
at Magic Kingdom
support them,” said
for Gay Days, 2019;
Zac.
Bottom: Dan and Zac,
Halloween 2018.
Other notable causes
include: Give Kids the
World Village, a nonprofit resort in Central

A STRAIGHT ANSWER

Florida that provides costfree vacations to critically
Dan Rengering has
ill kids and their families.
been featured on
the cover of more
He has also contributed
than 500 books and
to ‘Pet GOTCHA Day’, a
magazines, including
these two by bestpet adoption center in
selling authors,
Chicago. GOTCHA stands
Christina Tetreault and
for Growing Ownership
Savannah Maris.
Through Connecting Humans with Animals. The GOTCHA organization
partners with animal rescue agencies across the
nation to revolutionize the pet adoption process.
Another honorable mention would be Dan’s
work with Hearts of Reality, which brings together more than 100 of the biggest names in
reality-television stars, from shows like Survivor
and Big Brother, to raise money in an exciting
three-day event.

Role in Life

As our time at the crowded café patio started
to come to an end, the energy and excitement
amongst two good friends did not wane.
“I feel liberated, in general. In every way imaginable. I feel liberated as a human. I feel liberated as a man. I feel liberated sexually. I feel liberated creatively. It is a really nice feeling when
you can get to that point in your life. You have to
realize that is a journey some people never take
or achieve,” Zac said.
“When you get to the point to try new things
with your creative freedom you unlock that special something that transcends. Like Clive Davis
discovering Whitney Houston,” Zac, describing
the intuitive force behind the ‘Dan and Zac’ dynamic.
Dan stands firm with his message, of which
has been his mission from the very beginning.
“I want to be a hero. I want to be an inspiration; to help people. To better themselves any
way they can.”

Men OFTEN write messages to me. 99% of the time,
they go something like this:
“I hope this doesn’t piss
you off or offend you, but
you’re really attractive.”
“Hey, Daniel. I’m not gay
or anything, but you’ve really
inspired my ﬁtness journey
and you should be proud of
what you’ve accomplished.”
“Hey. No homo, but you
seem like a super cool guy.”
Wait. WHAT? No homo?
Really, bruh? It’s 2018. You’re
allowed to be gay. BRING ON
THE HOMO. (no, that’s not
an invitation to send me your
n00dz.) If you’re a part of
the LGBTQ community, stop
being afraid to give another
man (or another woman) a
genuine compliment. Stop
apologizing for who you are
and what you like, and live
your truth. …and straight
men, STOP being so afraid to
give another man a compliment. It’s lame. Your junk
doesn’t shrink if you compliment another man, and
complimenting another man
doesn’t make you any less
of one. Stop compartmentalizing your masculinity, or
lack thereof. June is LGBTQ
Pride Month, and I wanted to
reﬂect on some of the LGBTQ
icons that have impacted my
lifetime. David Bowie sang
“She turns me on, don’t
get me wrong” to someone
named John. Prince sang
“Am I black or white, am I
straight or gay?” and created
some of the most enduring
music to ever exist. Elton
John has been pioneering
pop music since long before
I was born. George Michael
was the epitome of a male
sex symbol, and one of the
greatest musicians/songwrit-

Spread love, everyone.
Daniel Rengering
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(First published June 5, 2018.
Republished with permission)

ers of the 1980’s. Ellen DeGeneres literally spearheaded
coming out of the closet, at
the risk of destroying her
entire career, only to emerge
unscathed as one of the most
respected and successful
women on the planet. Neil
Patrick Harris convincingly
played a comedic womanizer for literally hundreds of
episodes of How I Met Your
Mother. “Legen–wait for it–
dary!” Ryan Murphy has been
changing the TV landscape
for like 15 years. There are so
many iconic LGBTQ icons out
there. Jane Lynch, Wentworth
Miller, Angelina Jolie… That
doesn’t even begin talking
about the ones that had to
endure so much AIDS stigma,
like Rock Hudson and Freddie
Mercury from Queen, one of
the most proliﬁc singer/songwriters in history.
For nearly a half a century,
June has been celebrated
by the LGBTQ community
as a month of self-expression, afﬁrmation, dignity and
equal rights. While so much
progress has been made
over the last forty-something
years, there’s still a long way
to go. There’s not one of us
that hasn’t beneﬁted from
the LGBTQ community, and
I hope everyone reading this
remembers that people are
people, love is love, and we
all deserve to be treated
with respect. To all my fellow
straight folk, there is power
in loving everyone, and we
have the ability and the duty
to positively impact the world
around us. If you’ve never
heard of organizations like
The Trevor Project, or Human
Rights Campaign, take a
minute to look them up. We
as humans are responsible
for leaving people around
us in better shape than we
found them.
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June is LGBT Pride Month
By Dan Rengering
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DAN’S BLOG

“We envision ourselves as designers, artisans, and visionaries,
providing diverse solutions to complex building challenges.”

1823 E Fort King Street; Ste 102
Ocala, Florida 34471
352-620-0944
www.sosarchitect.com
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THE SILENCE
Intimate Partner Violence

within LGBTQ+ Relationships

PHOTOS BY: DIMA ASLANIAN, TINNAKORN JORRUANG

BY SARA GIZA
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WHILE THE STATISTICS to the right are un-

settling at best, they are hardly news to
those of us who identify on the LGBTQ+
spectrum and within the queer community. Hate crimes have sadly become
par for course, as fear and loathing of
otherness continues. Yet, largely absent
from the collective conversation is the
intimate partner violence that occurs
within LGBTQ+ relationships, whether
it involves emotional, physical, sexual or
financial abuse, or the use of privilege,
children, intimidation and isolation.
Having worked as an advocate at two
different dual domestic violence and
rape crisis centers, I have witnessed
members of the LGBTQ+ community
struggle with abuse from their partners,
often the people they trust the most. As
with minorities and the marginalized,
research on this topic has to date been
minimal with much room for growth.
However, one study on intimate partner
violence with LGBTQ+ identifying individuals found that 98% of respondents
had experienced verbal abuse by a former partner and 71% had experienced
physical violence. 41% stated that an intimate partner had forced them to have
sex. (Heintz, 2006) Data from the 2010
National Intimate Partner and Sexual
Violence Survey showed that “bisexual

WOMEN AND

OUT OF

MEN HAVE
EXPERIENCED
ATTEMPTED
OR
COMPLETED
RAPE IN THEIR
LIFETIME.
(RAINN)

LESBIAN, GAY,
BISEXUAL AND
TRANSGENDER
YOUTH ARE
TARGETED
FOR RAPE
AND SEXUAL
ASSAULT AT
LEAST TWICE
AS OFTEN AS
STRAIGHT
YOUTH.

50
ABOUT

%

OF
TRANSGENDER
PEOPLE
REPORT
“UNWANTED
SEXUAL
ACTIVITY” AT
SOME POINT IN
THEIR LIVES.
(Stotzer, R. 2009,
Violence Against
Transgender People)

women experience significantly higher lifetime prevalence of rape, physical
violence and/or stalking by an intimate
partner,” while 37.3% of bisexual men
reported experiencing interpersonal violence.
Anna was 23 and in her second serious same sex relationship. “At the
time, I didn’t really have the experience
to conceptualize what was going on,”
she recalled. “All I knew was that she
would have these wild mood swings.
She would throw things like the phone
or remote control at me, punch a hole in
the wall and even broke the handle off of
our sliding glass door.”
The idea of intimate partner violence
stirred a heteronormative narrative and
images. All she ever saw from the media growing up was that straight men
were always the perpetrators. It never occurred to her at the time, that she
was in fact being a victim of it. “After the
blow outs, I felt ashamed and like I had
done something wrong. I never told anyone about them. I was the first openly
gay person in my family and I wanted
everyone to think I was happy in my relationship just like them,” she said. If a
person throws something at you, even if
they miss and fail to hit you, that is still
an act of physical abuse as the intention
was there, along with the act of intimidation.
Becky was a recently divorced single mother. After leaving her husband,
she surprised everyone including herself, when she fell in love with a friend
from high school. She married her partner, Christa, as soon as it became legal.
What she did not know at the time was
that Christa was hiding an addiction to
pain pills.
“I was working two jobs and we were
barely getting by. I couldn’t figure out
why large sums of money kept disappearing. After a particularly bad argument over finances, Christa took off.
She abruptly returned two days later.
I was sitting on the couch and she just
walked in like everything was normal.

Power and Control Wheel for
Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual and Trans Relationships
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Then, she grabbed me by the ankle and
many times, Nicole would wake up in
dragged me off of the couch.” Becky
the middle of the night, only to find Jenhadn’t known that financial abuse was
nifer’s hand in her pants. Clearly, Nicole
a legitimate form of abuse, attached to Developed by Roe & Jagodinsky
could not give consent while she was
the same power and control dynamics
asleep. Yet, in all her time referencing
that later lead to the physical abuse she
those experiences, Nicole never once
Developed by Roe &
Adapted
from the
Jagodinsky
experienced by her intimate partner. In
called it sexual assault or rape.

Domestic
Abuse
Project
Minnesota
fact,
it is rare
that aIntervention
perpetrator will
onlyl 206 West Fourth Street l Duluth,
Even
when a 55806
survivorl 218/722-4134
attempts to get
Adopted from the
use of form of abuse. Often times, they’ll
help, it can be particularly challenging
Domestic Abuse
Project
DOMESTIC
VIOLENCE
• 1.800.799.SAFE
(7233)
• WWW.THEHOTLINE.ORG
start NATIONAL
out utilizing
control tactics
in oneHOTLINEIntervention
for
members
of the LGBTQ+ communiPH 218.722.4134
area and later escalate into incorporatty, especially if they do not feel safe or
ing other forms of abuse.
comfortable disclosing their sexual oriNational Domestic
Violence Hotline
During college, Nicole fell in love with
entation up front to a stranger. Domes1.800.799.SAFE (7233)
Jennifer. For her own very valid reatic violence and rape crises centers, ofwww.TheHotLine.org
sons, that do not require justification to
ten only provide services to survivors of
anyone else, Nicole does not like to be
domestic violence when the perpetrator
touched sexually. Her partner Jennifer
is an intimate partner, while they’ll see
claimed to accept this fact. However,
survivors of sexual assault regardless of
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who the perpetrator is. Jonathan, a gay
man in his 30s, was seen as a walk-in
at one such agency. He told the receptionist that he needed to speak to an advocate regarding issues he was having
with his roommate.
He did not immediately disclose
whether his situation involved domestic
violence or sexual assault. As the receptionist heard the word “roommate,” she
assumed it was domestic violence related and a roommate was not an intimate
partner. Believing that he did not meet
the criteria for services, he was about to
be turned away. At that very moment,
a queer advocate happened to walk by
and noticed him. She asked him to follow her back to her office. Behind closed
doors and aware that he was speaking
with a fellow member of the community, he felt comfortable disclosing that
the roommate in question had been his
partner.
They had recently broken up. However, due to limited financial resources and
lack of a support system, he was stuck
living there. His ex-boyfriend removed
his bedroom door, preventing any sense
of privacy and would frequently try to
force his way into the shower with him.
Thankfully, Jonathan was able to receive emergency shelter once it was determined that he met the criteria.
While it has been estimated that between 20-35% of LGBTQ+ couples experience intimate partner violence, only
1 in 5 LGBTQ+ survivors receive help

NATIONAL
RESOURCES
TO KNOW
RAPE, ABUSE
& INCEST
NATIONAL
NETWORK
www.rainn.org
THE NATIONAL
COALITION OF
ANTI-VIOLENCE
PROGRAMS
www.ncavp.org
NATIONAL
SEXUAL
VIOLENCE
RESOURCE
CENTER
www.nsvrc.org
END RAPE ON
CAMPUS
www.endrapeoncampus.org

from service providers. (M. Ciarlante
and K. Fountain, 2010) Along with the
sense of shame and stigma that survivors often endure, LGBTQ+ individuals
face added barriers when seeking assistance. Some include:
• Heteronormative/male-centered stereotypes
• Fear of being outed
• Lack of inclusion
• Having to legitimatize relationship
If you or someone you know identifies
as LGBTQ+ and is experiencing abuse of
any form from a partner, know that all
survivors have rights.
• The right to decide when or if to press
charges.
• The right to apply for a protection order.
• The right to consent to or decline
any portion of a Sexual Assault Forensic
Exam.
• The right to have a victim advocate
with you at the hospital or in court.
• The right to choose who you share
your story with and how.
Most of all, each one of you has the
right to feel safe and loved simultaneously.

*Names have been changed to protect privacy

–
SARA GIZA is a queer, empowerment-based, trauma-informed activist, who has divided her time
over the past decade between advocacy work and
freelance writing. She can be found on Instagram
@searingsara
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If you’ve been assaulted, whether you
go to the hospital or not, is completely
your choice and whichever choice you
make, is valid. At the same time, receiving proper medical care for potential
injuries are important. If you go, know:

Both physical abuse and sexual assault are traumatic experiences.
During trauma, as a survival mechanism, our brains take over and typically put us into one of three possible
responses, known as “fight, flight or
freeze.”
• Fight = fighting back against the perpetrator.
• Flight = attempting to run or get away.
• Freeze = a temporary paralysis that
makes us unable to move or speak.
We may assume that we would react a
certain way, such as fighting back, but
the reality is that when the moment
comes, we do not get to choose our response. Our brains will automatically
put us in whatever response that they
think will enhance our odds of survival.
There is no right or wrong response. If
you are unable to fight back or yell, that
does not indicate in any way that you
wanted or enjoyed the experience. In
some situations, when there is a weapon
involved or the perpetrator is obviously
stronger than you, fighting back can
lead to a higher chance of lethality.
• Post assault, our brains will continue to try to protect us from the reality.
Survivors may experience having zero
memory of the assault, or they may
remember fragments of it over time or
they have very vivid memories at certain
times (such as when asleep or triggered
by something that reminds them of the
perpetrator). They may remember certain things and have no recollection of
others. A survivor cannot choose how
their brains will process trauma and no
matter what responses they do or do not
have, doesn’t make their experience any
less real or horrific.

• You will be treated for critical wounds
first.
• To the extent that you are able, in order
to preserve evidence it is best to refrain
from showering, brushing your teeth,
eating, drinking or smoking .
• They will perform a sexual assault forensic exam, that involves many components: collecting the clothing worn
during the assault, swabbing any area
penetrated by the perpetrator or that
may have their DNA (mouth, vagina, penis, anus, etc.), combing through your
pubic hair, taking photographs, scrapping underneath your fingernails…
• They will take your blood, to test for
possible STD’s/HIV etc.
• They will give you a series of medications called prophylaxis, designed to
prevent STD’s/HIV/Pregnancy, that will
include a combination of pills, a drink
and a shot in the buttocks.
• They likely will call local law enforcement and a detective will want to speak
with you to investigate.
• This process can take on average up to
four hours .
• KNOW: you have a right to have an
advocate with you, you can decline any
portion of the exam, you can decline
speaking with law enforcement. You do
not have to decide right away if you will
or will not press charges. The evidence
collected (aka the “rape kit”), can be
held for several months until you determine what is best for YOU.

LOCAL HELP
IS AVAILABLE
KIMBERLY’S
CENTER
(For Abuse
Survivors Who
Are Youth)
Phone:
352.873.4739
Ocala, Florida
PEACEFUL
PATHS
(Domestic/Intimate Partner
Violence &
Emergency
Shelter)
Phone:
352.377.8255
Gainesville,
Florida
VICTIM
SERVICES AND
RAPE CRISIS
CENTER
(All Forms of
Sexual Assault)
24 Hour Helpline
Phone:
352.264.6760 or
Toll Free
866.252.5439
Gainesville,
Florida
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Precedent for
President:
Pete Buttigieg
First ever openly gay Democratic candidate
for POTUS, Pete Buttigieg provides an
EXCLUSIVE interview with Embrace Magazine.
STORY BY SARA GIZA
PHOTOS BY PETE FOR AMERICA

W

hile there is no way of
foretelling the results of
Presidential candidate
Pete Buttigieg’s campaign or the trajectory
his political career will
take, one thing is for certain—the historical significance of him bravely setting precedent as the
first openly gay candidate seeking the democratic
nomination.
Undeniably, discrimination against LGBTQ+
individuals still exists in our country, as it does
around the world. There are certainly potential
LGBTQ+ candidates and youth coming up, who
feel a deep desire to serve their country but fear
that their sexual orientation may be used against
them. When asked what advice he would give
these individuals, Pete Buttigieg said, “Coming
out is a difficult step for anyone. It requires that
you summon the courage to share your truth with
family, friends, and community. And it requires
you to stand on the hope that you will be accepted, and the faith that you can overcome any rejection that may await. For me, there was no getting
around the fact that it would be complicated.”
He went on to say, “I began my career at a time
and place in which you could either be out, or
serve in a major political office—not both. When I

told my campaign staff that I was ready to come
out, and sought to do so before the election, the
bemused looks on their faces confirmed they
were personally supportive but could not predict the consequences. I simply had to speak
up and see what would happen. When it came
time for my reelection later that year, my faith
in voters was justified. Instead of judging me
based on who I might love, the people of South
Bend judged me on my track record of turning
around the city. I had trusted them, and they
decided to trust me in return—reelecting me
with 80 percent of the vote. I’d be lying if I said
that Chasten and I have completely escaped homophobia on the campaign trail. But the overall
reception I’ve received shows that the American people are ready to continue to move in the
right direction.”
Marisol Samayoa, Deputy National Press
Secretary for Pete for America, joined his campaign because she believes he is the best candidate in the race for President of the United
States. She said, “I joined this campaign because Pete Buttigieg is the only candidate in the
race who is ready to defeat Donald Trump with
the broad coalition of support that is needed to
continue the fight for LGBTQ+ equality, especially those of color like myself.”

EDITOR’S NOTE:
Although Pete
Buttigieg dropped
out as a candidate of
the Democratic race
for President of the
United States, on March
1, 2020. Embrace
Magazine has opted to
include this exclusive
interview, acquired by
the author on February
17, 2020 due to its
historical signiﬁcance
as the ﬁnal interview
he granted a magazine
or any publication prior
to dropping out, and
any inspiration it may
provide to others.

Pete and
Chasten
Buttigieg greet
supporters on
the Trail.
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Buttigieg has outlined several critical policies that would benefit LGBTQ+ individuals and
families, aiming to increase equality in our society. When asked if he was elected, which policies he would work to pass first, he said “we
all know that our fight for equality did not end
with Obergefell v. Hodges. We know that the
Trump administration is still trying to roll back
our rights, and has been waging a war on trans
military members. When I was in Afghanistan
outside the wire, the only thing that mattered
was your ability to do your job- on day one, I will
commit to ending this administration’s war on
trans Americans.”
“You can expect me to sign the Equality Act the
moment that it hits my desk. I will also appoint
an administration and a judiciary that understands that American freedom means the freedom to be who you are and love who you love.
I’ll implement housing policies that recognize
that 40 percent of homeless youth right now are
LGBTQ and recognize the need for equality in
housing. There’s a culture of belonging that we
need to establish in this country, because right
now we’ve got the President and his administration telling just about everybody that you don’t
fit for different reasons, because of where you
came from, or what you look like, or how you
worship, or because of who you love or who you
are. People are being told they don’t belong. That
will end when I am president, because in the
America I know and love, everyone has a place,
and everyone belongs,” Buttigieg said.

As for what role his husband Chasten might
play in the White House, Pete Buttigieg admits
that as a young bachelor mayor he couldn’t
imagine how people could be both in elected
office and married at the same time. However, since running, he viewpoint has changed.
“I can’t imagine how I could possibly do this
without Chasten. We had to sit down and have
a serious discussion about what it meant for our
futures to start this process, and we agreed that
we would stay true to ourselves and the things
we believe in, and maybe try to have some fun
along the way as well. This primary process is
so demanding, so grueling, but at the same time
I’ve been able to meet so many Americans who
give me reason to be hopeful for the future of
our country, and I really can’t imagine trying to
do this without the love and support of my husband,” he said.
If elected, Buttigieg believes, “Chasten will
make a great First Gentleman for this country.
Knowing his background as a classroom teacher, his work in theater education and his experiences serving children with autism, I expect
that he will be a powerful advocate for the role
of education and the arts in our society, and for
children and the vulnerable across America.”
As with any political race, residents of Marion
County are divided on whether they will or will
not vote for Pete Buttigieg. Peggy Garvin, who

Pete Buttigieg on
the Trail in Iowa.
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Pete Buttigieg served as an
intelligence officer in the
United States Navy Reserve
from 2009 – 2017, attaining
rank as lieutenant. He was
deployed to Afghanistan for
seven months in 2014.

is 73 years old and has
lived in The Villages
with her wife for the
past 19 years, serves as
Top Right: Chasten assists
Pete with a cufflink from
president of our local
their suite on the Trail.
PFLAG chapter. While
it is called PFLAG of
Bottom Right: Pete and
Chasten embrace during a
Lady Lake, they covrally on the Trail.
er Lake, Marion and
Sumter Counties here
in North Central Florida.
Garvin said, “I am pleased to see a very
competent and educated Gay Man running for
President of the United States. His young age
and somewhat limited experience only make
him more intriguing. If you look around the
world today you see more and younger folks
entering and getting elected to political offices within their countries. As a member of the
Boomer Generation, I welcome these younger
and more outspoken candidates. I am way
tired of old white men running everything.
More women and more minorities should
run and be elected.” She then added, “I think
President Pete should get the Equality Act

passed first after
he has executed
the deletion of all
the executive orders signed by TRUMP. He will be respected
around the world because of his integrity, demeanor, and knowledge. He is blazing the trail
for other LGBTQ+ people to follow.”
In contrast, Jacob Duncan who self-identifies as a queer man, states that he does not
and will never vote based on identity politics. “Though the thought of a gay President
is something I support, Peter is not,” he said.
Duncan elaborated on his opinion, stating that
it’s Buttigieg’s “polices and his complete vapidness. I’m glad he is eloquent. That is not a qualification for President,” he said, adding “it also
comes from a place of privilege where we can
talk about his identity, while not discussing his
serious issues within the Black Community.
We want a candidate that actually stands with
us in action, not just words. For example, Bernie’s Medicare for All plan would cover HRT
and GRS for our Transgender friends while Peter’s plan does not.”
Regardless of the election results, there is
one thing we can all agree on: we are fortunate
to be moving into an era with a more diverse
variety of candidates to choose from.
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SARA GIZA has divided
her time over the
past decade, between
professional freelance
writing and social justice
work. Originally from
Flint, Michigan, she now
resides in Ocklawaha but
has also called Kentucky
and Arizona home.
She has worked with
numerous magazines
and newspapers in
multiple states. She had
an ongoing column with
Scripps Treasure Coast
Newspapers, covering
events and restaurant
reviews; as well as wrote
features on a variety of
topics for Vero Beach
Magazine. In Louisville,
Kentucky, she covered
politics for LEO Weekly
and wrote lifestyle pieces
for The Voice-Tribune.

BREAKING RULES PUBLISHING
EMBRACE MAGAZINE PUBLISHER’S PICKS

Embrace Magazine
publisher, John
Sotomayor has been
asked by Breaking
Rules Publishing to
oversee management
of several of their
LGBTQ+ authors
around the world.
Sotomayor hand
selected several
page-turners for your
consideration as
you seek your next
must-read LGBTQ+
summer reading.
Following the mission
of Embrace Magazine,
some of the books
were selected
because they were
either collaborations
between LGBTQ+ and
straight authors, such
as the Watervliet
Short Story
Collection, or were
straight authors who
wrote about LGBTQ+
themes or characters,
such as J.P. Doolittle.

The Given Hand – a
Messenger’s Journey

J.D. Norton
Chronicles: Destiny

By Otto Throw and
Sunny Fader

By KC Brinson
CATEGORY:

Science Fiction, Fantasy
Set in the year 2040,
protagonist J.D. Norton is
joined by Lucille Calhoun
and Lady Renee Grey in
rebellion against a corrupt
one world order that has
brought humanity to the
brink of destruction. A
riveting political thriller that
has an ominous foretelling of
what could happen if power
becomes absolute.

The Two Sides of
the Same Face
By Arthur Padilla
CATEGORY:

Mystery, Fiction
Set in Santa Fe, New
Mexico, protagonist Kris
Medford faces more than
she bargained for after
accepting a job to run a small
family foundation. Medford
unwittingly enters a secret
worldwide underground
organization whereby she
must confront powers larger
than herself, as well as her
own internal struggles.

CATEGORY:

Fiction, Drama, Suspense
A spell-binding story of Otto
Throw and how his special,
spiritual and sometimes
problematic Gift has shaped
his life. It chronicles the
challenges he faced as he
learned how to live with, and
ﬁnally harness his rare Gift,
and what the knowledge he
gained in the process can
mean to us all.

Available on Amazon.com and BreakingRulesPublishing.com

Falling in Love with
a Dying Man

Watervliet Short
Story Book Project

By Rick Harmon

By: Maria Munson,
Katelynn Sutherland,
Bailey Williams, Kaylee
Chapin, Saarah Schaefer,
and D.V. Simon

CATEGORY:

Bits N Pieces

Memoir, Romance

Edge of Change

By Spencer Munson

Harmon began this touching
memoir after the loss of
his soulmate, ﬁrst to let
out some frustration and
feelings pent up inside a
good way to express himself,
which then turned into a
moving love story. He was
then encouraged to put his
thoughts in book form. It took
13 years to ﬁnish. Garnet
Hirst, an award-winning
playwright, turned Harmon’s
memoir into a play.

By P.J. Doolittle

CATEGORY:

Short Stories
A collection of fantasy
short stories, Munson’s
work contains elements of
romance, magic, and healing
through the love of others.
About the author: Spencer
Munson is from the small
town of Watervliet, Michigan.
Going by the pronouns: he/
she/they, Munson grew
up surrounded by LGBTQ
people, but never saw much
in ﬁction that represented the
people she knew and loved,
including themselves.

CATEGORY:

CATEGORY:

Romance, Fiction

Short Stories

Barry Douglas was a
homeless drifter, a petty
thief who would busk for a
few pounds when he could
and steal a few when he
couldn’t. On his own since
age 14, Douglas had grown
skilled at avoiding emotional
entanglements of any kind.
Seeking a bed at a homeless
shelter north of England,
Douglas meets a man who
turns his world upside down.

The students of Watervliet
High School, current and
former, would like to thank
all of those within their lives
and that has let the creator
endeavor that this short
story collection become
a possibility. Without the
support of their families,
their staff at Watervliet High
School, the publisher of
Breaking Rules Publishing
Christopher Clawson Rule,
and each other, none of
them would have found this
opportunity.

Available on Amazon.com and BreakingRulesPublishing.com
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Midland Madness
English primary school parents ﬁght back
after anti-gay protesters invade.
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idlands Muslim protesters have
taken their campaign of hate to
a school in the English East Midlands city of Nottingham – but
they didn’t exactly receive a warm
welcome.
Anti-gay activists leading protests against LGBT-inclusive
education at schools in Birmingham, the UK’s most populated city after London, have taken their campaign of hate to
the gates of another junior school more than 50 miles away
in Nottinghamshire, sparking fury amongst local parents.
A blogger going by the telling name BullyKhan uploaded
videos to Facebook urging people to join in the protest at
Fernwood Primary and Nursery School in the Nottingham
suburb of Wollaton.
Homophobic campaigners including the hideous Amir
Ahmed – who has helped co-ordinate protests outside Parkfield Community School and Anderton Park Primary School
in Brum in recent months, despite not having children at either school – turned up outside Fernwood, the third highest
performing infant school in Nottingham, according to the
British government’s SATs tests, in recent days to protest
against equality lessons being taught there, Midlands rag
Birmingham Live reports.
This particular news story caught my eye because, apart
from the obvious equality issue, Fernwood happens to be
the first school in the UK my mother and aunt attended, in
the cold and grey Britain of the mid to late 1950s.
Speaking outside Fernwood Primary School, Mr. Ahmed
continued to espouse homophobia under the guide of religious freedom as he told Birmingham Live: “These lessons
are indoctrinating children that LGBT relationships are normal. Traditional families are about modesty and chastity.
They are diminishing. Just as their family structure is important to them, our structure is important to us.”
Iban Adam, 42, who travelled to the protest from Birmingham said, “No-one understands discrimination more than
Muslims. We have respect for everyone. But relationships
should not be discussed with young children at primary
school. It’s psychologically confusing.”
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Reassuringly, however, parents at Fernwood
have wasted no time orchestrating their own
counter-protest against the unwelcome visitors, with many taking rainbow Pride flags to
the school gates to show their support for the
school’s inclusive curriculum.
One video shared on Twitter shows a woman
pulling up at the side of the road next to an anti-gay protester before branding him a “horrible,
nasty man” and telling him to leave. Right on sister!
Rikki Marr, 41, who has three sons at Fernwood Primary said, “The protest over there is a
great advert for why RSE (Relationship & Sex
Education) lessons are important. We don’t want
our children to grow up to be ignorant. All these
lessons are teaching us that all relationships are
equal.”
Brett Griffin-Young, a gay father with two children at Fernwood told Sky News, “I have no idea,
honestly no idea why they’ve chosen this school,
but they picked the wrong school. I think it’s actually backfired a bit on them because it’s been
used as a teaching opportunity. All of the kids
are now very aware of LGBT issues.”
David Gretton, 47 who has one daughter at the
school and was part of the counter protest, said,
“I do not recognize anyone from the protest on
the other side. However, we are all parents here.
I think they chose Fernwood because it’s a large
school – was it a good choice? No.”
“These lessons at primary level aren’t even
about sex, they need to look at what the school is
actually teaching.”
Emmanuel – who did not wish to give his last
name – is a parent of two children at the school
and described the protest as “outrageous”. He
said, “I think it’s brilliant to see the counter-protest, I think we should focus on that. The other
protest is outrageous, it’s nothing to do with the
curriculum. Their videos spoke about teaching

kids’ sexual acts, which is not true. It’s a non-argument.”
“No one is promoting anything in the lessons
and no one is being forced to choose their sexuality. The lessons are a positive way for kids to
understand the world around them. Just as my
kids who aren’t religious learn about religion.”
In a separate interview with Capital East Midlands News, Mr. Griffin-Young praised the reaction of his neighbours and fellow parents.
“I think what I’ve found so empowering about
this is that the entire community has stood up
for families like mine. You drive up the street and
there are Pride flags billowing outside houses,
it’s truly amazing,” he said. “We’ve had a lot of
horns honking; we’ve had a lot of flags billowing
out of cars.”

PHOTO BY: © NOTTINGHAM POST/BPM MEDIA : GETTY
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Anti-LGBT education
campaigners, who
had gathered near
a primary school
in Nottingham
were met with
counter-protests
from parents and
students.
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“The children are pretty supportive too. I noticed a lot of kids wearing rainbow colours.”
Nottingham Police have said they are continuing to monitor the situation outside Fernwood Primary School, while local Member of
Parliament Lillian Greenwood backed the parents fighting against the dinosaur intolerance
that’s arrived on their doorstep.
The Labour MP for Nottingham South wrote
on Facebook: “[Parents] should not be made
to feel intimidated for wanting their children
to be taught about respecting different people
and different families, just as children should
not be made to feel intimidated coming to
school.”
Protests in Birmingham began in response
to the ‘No Outsiders’ programme created by

Parkfield Community School teacher Andrew
Moffat for his work to make the classroom a
more inclusive place.
Speaking to NottinghamshireLive, Mandy
Austin, executive head teacher at the school,
said: “I’m proud of the positive reaction and
support we’ve had from parents and the wider
community in response to the planned protest
outside our school.”
“We’ve worked closely with parents to make
sure they feel involved and engaged in how we
deliver relationships and sex education. All of
the RSE (Relationships and Sex Education) lesson content is posted on our school website for
parents to read and we hold an annual meeting
to talk to parents about what we cover.”
Job done then.

STEVE PAFFORD is
an English journalist,
actor and author of
the acclaimed book
BowieStyle. Having trained
from the ﬂoor up in UK
music titles Q, MOJO and
Record Collector, he’s
had his work featured in
a wide variety of British,
American and Australian
media including the BBC,
CNN, The Independent
and the New York Times.
Steve divides his time
between Australia and the
south of France.
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New Hard Rock/Heavy Metal band, APEX, made up of two gay musicians and two
straight musicians have the fortitude and courage to make waves among local hard
rock fans through their bond – a brotherhood, really – that is creating major buzz in
the North Central Florida music scene.
STO RY BY J O H N SOTO M AYO R

F
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orecasted with heavy rain
and wind, with high probability of thunderstorms, the
weather changed unexpectedly on October 19, 2019
by early afternoon, allowing spectators at Ocala Pride, the largest annual
LGBTQ oriented event in Marion County, Fla., to
cheer on a new Hard Rock/Heavy Metal band,
APEX, as they took center stage. It was only their
third performance as a band. Their first performance was at High Dive Bar & Venue in Gainesville
on September 25, only a month earlier, followed
by Hangar 7 in Lake County on October 12, only
days earlier. Ready to rock, the band did just that,
earning a new group of fans in the gay community,
just as they garnered straight fans in their two previous concerts. To the four bandmates composed
of two gay members and two straight members,
resonating with a diverse fanbase, bringing Metal
to diehard fans and introducing it to new ones, is
what they are all about.
Based in Gainesville and Ocala, Fla., APEX is
composed of vocalist/frontman Caleb Velez-Rager
(36), guitarist Andy Gifford (33), drummer Christian Caro (30), and bassist Joseph Harp Jr (29).
They are managed by Kyle Boyd (23), who is in a
long-term relationship with Harp. They describe
their sound as Hard Rock with Progressive Metal
Influences. The band started in early 2018 with the
hopes of bringing original music to the local area.
Having set up a band of four, bonded by shared
experiences, diverse musical background, and
love of music, combined with an unshakable determination to stay true to their sense of openness

and inclusion, APEX is achieving their goal.
Formed as a phoenix rising from the ashes of
previously disbanded groups, the members of
APEX are keenly aware that their success depends on their bond with one another.
Rock Bond
To Velez-Rager and Harp, representing the
LGBTQ+ community is important to them, yet at
the same time, it doesn’t matter at all.
“Our sexual lives do not have anything to do
with our music, unless we decide to make it so,”
said Velez-Rager.
To Velez-Rager and Harp, until there is complete acceptance of the LGBTQ+ community,
they understand there remains a social responsibility to discuss their sexual orientation to demystify it. Yet to their straight bandmates, there
is no issue, so there is nothing to demystify. That
should be the norm, and they hope that the rest
of society catches up to the dynamic APEX adopted within their group.
The sexual orientation of Velez-Rager and
Harp never came up prior to the band formation,
primarily because everyone already knew. Harp
was out when he performed with Kings of Awesome, and both he and Velez-Rager were out
when they performed with No Komply. To Caro
and Gifford, the only factors that mattered were
their talent, personalities, and ability to work together.
“For me, APEX band is all about openness, inclusion, and the feeling of being able to express
ourselves,” said Caro. “Whatever we do, whether
it is practice or hanging out, musically or per-

Band Members
from left to right,
guitarist Andy
Gifford, bassist
Joseph Harp Jr,
vocalist Caleb
Velez-Rager
and drummer
Christian Caro
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“For me,
APEX band
is all about
openness,
inclusion,
and the
feeling of
being able
to express
ourselves,
said Caro.”
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APEX

sonal life, we are freely open with each other and
express what is going on in life, relationships, and
anything.”
“Everyone brings something to the table and
the comfortableness with each other,” said Gifford. “The last couple of songs we have written, in
a weird way have been created by experimenting
freely – sometimes started playfully, then adopted seriously if it works.”
“I love them, they are like brothers,” said
Velez-Rager.
That sentiment is echoed by the two straight
members of the band, Caro and Gifford.
“Personally, it has not been much of a change.
I have been in a couple of other bands in the past
where everyone was straight. But I don’t really
see a difference being in a band with two members who are gay,” said Gifford. “The whole point
of the band is musical expression. It succeeds because of the individual people and their talents.”
Both men are not concerned about losing gigs
or CD sales because of the public knowledge of
the sexual orientation of their bandmates.
“We work well together because of how we
approach life – open, inclusive. I like performing
with this band because they are awesome people.
That bond produces better results,” said Caro. “I
never saw the potential loss of booking gigs as an
issue – that it could happen. It has never crossed
my mind.”
Rock Solid
While completely accepted by their bandmates and fans now, coming out was not easy
for Velez-Rager, Harp, and their band manager,
Boyd at first. Each had to overcome their own
personal acceptance, challenged by their strict
religious upbringings.
“For me, being raised Jehovah’s Witness, the

religion was staunchly socially conservative,”
said Velez-Rager. “Homosexuality is looked
down upon and heavily censured. That upbringing was one of the reasons why I delayed coming
out until I was 27.”
Velez-Rager knew he was gay as soon as he
knew what sex was, which was around 9 years
old. Being gay as a Jehovah’s Witness presented a
deep conflict for him. Within the faith, homosexuality and lying were both equally condemned.
If Velez-Rager continued to live in the closet and
denying his true self, he was living a lie. Yet if he
came out, he pursued a lifestyle contradictory to
their teachings. It was a Catch 22 – damned if you
do, damned if you don’t.
As an adult, Velez-Rager frequented gay bars
socially, and shared his identity as a gay man
with both straight and gay friends alike, but never
acted on his sexual impulses. Until one night. At a
local gay bar in Ocala, Velez-Rager met a guy and
they talked. The guy had too much to drink, so
Velez-Rager invited him over to his place to sober
up. They talked late into the night, until they no

APEX band mates
mess with friend and
former band mate,
David Swaffar. Top
right: Christian Caro
on drums. Bottom
right: Caleb VelezRager on vocals.
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Caleb Velez-Rager
started singing in the
Kingdom Hall of his
Jehovah’s Witness
faith.
Before he performed with rock
bands, Velez-Rager
performed in community theater. He had
a starring role of Jeff
in “Title of Show”
with the Insomniac
Theater, followed
by the role of Milos
Gloriosus in “A Funny
Thing Happened
on the Way to the
Forum” at the Ocala
Civic Theatre.
Andy Gifford was a
military/government
brat. Moved around
the world, every
3 or 4 years from
Chicarta, Indonesia
to Madrid, Spain;
Brussels, Belgium;
and more.
The only music
Gifford listened to
while living overseas
was classical music,
or the four cassette
tapes he owned:

Michael Jackson’s
Bad, Nat King Cole’s
Greatest Hits, Huey
Lewis and the News,
and Kool and the
Gang.
Gifford, who works
at UF handling
research grants,
budgeting, proposal
submissions, and
administrative duties,
goes by Andrew
durng the week
and Andy on the
weekend.
Joseph Harp’s
father is the biggest
musical influence
of his life. His side
of the family has
always been musical,
exposing Harp to
music and playing
instruments at a very
young age.
Harp started listening to some of the
classic rock bands
like Led Zeppelin. It
wasn’t until he began
listening to bands
like Primus and Rush
that he was drawn to
bass. Harp started

playing bass around
15.
Christian Caro’s
family was very
involved with the
Pentecostal church in
Miami for 11 years of
his life. Caro’s father
was the worship
leader who also
played guitar and
piano. From an early
age, Christian was
exposed to music.
His father played guitar and piano. Both
parents were singers
with the church choir
and got the entire
family involved.
Caro’s family
had some idealistic
differences with their
church, specifically
on treatment of the
LGBTQ+ community. His family have
always been inclusive
and loving to others,
through mission work
abroad, as well as
service work locally.
They opted for a new
church with more
accepting ideology
and practice.
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longer did. Velez-Rager had his first same-sex
experience. Afterward, Caleb realized he did not
feel guilt. That was the turning point for him.
“I always had guilt over the feelings, but once
I acted on it, the guilt over those feelings went
away,” admitted Velez-Rager. “I didn’t feel what
I did was wrong.”
Velez-Rager made a decision. He left his faith,
and with it, most of the friends and family he
knew through the practice of excommunication
known as disfellowship. Velez-Rager has no regrets. His new open lifestyle introduced him to
people who love him unconditionally.
APEX band manager, Boyd, also struggled
with his sexual identity. Born and raised in
Gainesville, Boyd was raised by a single mother after his parents’ divorce when he was 4. He
knew at 13 he was gay, but growing up in a strict
Southern Baptist environment, it was extremely
hard for him to come out. He came out in his
freshman year of college at the University of
Florida, at 18.
“Those five years between 13 to 18 were the
darkest years of my life,” admitted Boyd. “I was
trying to cope with the question: am I gay, am I
straight, bisexual? I came out in October 2015
and met Joseph [Harp] in January 2016.”
His relationship with Harp changed his life
completely. First, he was in an open, committed
relationship with another man. Second, Boyd’s
knowledge of music changed significantly after
he met Harp. Growing up, he only listened to
Christian rock and country music. Harp introduced Boyd to other forms of music.
“To be the manager of a hard rock metal
band [and be in an openly gay, long-term relationship] is far off from where I thought my life
would be,” said Kyle. “Now, I couldn’t imagine
my life being anything else.”

2020

“Personally, it has not been much of a change.
I have been in a couple of other bands in the
past where everyone was straight. But I don’t
really see a difference being in a band with
two members who are gay,” said Gifford.
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“Leather gay bars are where Rob Halford of Judas Priest
got it from,” said Velez-Rager with a smile. “In many ways,
the Metal look owes itself to the gay community.”
Rock On
To the knowledge of the Apex band,
their fans don’t care the band is made
up of gay and straight band members. If
anything, the fans revere them for it.
“Metal is rebellious,” said Velez-Rager.
“I find that the audience actually appreciates it more when you come right out
and say it.”
According to Velez-Rager, anyone
who knows anything about the history of
Metal, knows that there are many influences from gay musicians. Rob Halford
from Judas Priest – one of the founding
bands of Metal – came to mind.
The iconic Metal look of leather pants,
vest, boots, and studded jackets and
belts came from Halford. Many Metal
musicians and fans adopted the look.
According to Velez-Rager, Halford got
his wardrobe frequenting leather gay
bars of the 1960s and 1970s.
“Leather gay bars are where Rob Halford of Judas Priest got it from,” said
Velez-Rager with a smile. “In many

ways, the Metal look owes itself to the
gay community.”
“I’m of the point of view that I love
good music,” said Gifford. “Queen comes
to mind. In no way does Freddie Mercury’s sexual orientation affect my enjoyment of the music.”
“It is also the nature of Metal and Rock
as a haven for outcasts,” said Harp. “The
gay scene falls into that as well.”
Giving it consideration, the band could
see the possibility that promoters, club
owners, and some Metal fans could be
close minded, thus the possibility of not
booking gigs or selling tickets. The band
agreed unanimously when people know
in advance about the sexual orientation
of band members, like that of Freddie
Mercury or Rob Halford, that presents
an advantage. The band’s fans would not
care.
“APEX fans don’t care,” said Gifford.
“And those are the ones we want to party
with.”

Concerts
and CDs
For a complete list of
upcoming concerts, watch
videos, and purchase music,
visit www.sonicbids.com/
band/apexband/
—
APEX is currently working on
an album to be ready for sale
June or July 2020.
—
Follow APEX on Facebook
at facebook.com/
theawesomeapexband/
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For Hot Sax, Call Alan Darcy
Saxophonist Alan Darcy has set The Villages on ﬁre – creating attraction and
acceptance through his music and openly gay marriage with his husband, Scott.

A

PHOTOS BY ALAN & SCOTT DARCY

sk any patron at City Fire restaurant in The Villages, Fla. and they
will tell you, the hottest, spiciest attraction is not on the menu – it’s
on the stage. That’s because Alan Darcy sizzles when he plays his
saxophone.
On a cold December night, Alan heated up the restaurant – and one
lucky lady’s heart – by leaping onto the bar counter, laid seductively
in front of her, kicked his legs up in the air, gazed into her smiling eyes, and serenaded her
with his song. It got better. Alan’s microphone cord got latched to the lady’s eyeglasses. Unflustered, Alan instructed the lady to take off her glasses with an intentional sexy tone that
led some patrons to chant, “Take it off, take it off!” Other patrons roared with laughter.

PHOTO BY:
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That’s what you can expect at an Alan Darcy
show – laughs, cheers and great sax.
What you may not expect if you are catching
his show for the first time, is his open and loving introduction of his sound-tester and husband, Scott Darcy. It’s no surprise to his legions
of fans; Alan and Scott are a well-known and
beloved entertainment duo. No one cares. They
simply adore them.
To Alan and Scott, that’s exactly as it should
be.
Sax Appeal
“When I first started performing, people
would ask if Scott was my brother,” said Alan.
“I would tell them he is my husband. I thought
they would walk away. Instead, they would ask
how long were we married.”
While part of the reason may be attributed to
a shift in the social paradigm, even in the baby-boomer senior set, a major factor is the bond
Alan and Scott, who also performs as a singer, form with their fans. Once people feel they
know the performers intimately, the details of
their personal life does not feel intimidating.
To Alan and Scott, the love and support by
their straight fans of their marriage fuels the
spirits to give better performances. It is a twoway street. By being open about their same-sex
marriage, the fans become more comfortable
around gay people. More accepting of what
they did not understand or relate to. In turn,
Alan and Scott become more comfortable onstage and let it all hang out.
How, you ask?
“Alan gives them a show when he performs

‘Sweet Transvestite’ of Rocky Horror Picture
Show,” said Scott. “Fans cheer in delight when
Alan kicks up his legs. It’s clear to everyone in
the room – he’s gay, and they love it.”
We’re Saxy and We Know It
Alan and Scott met at a popular, well-known
Central Florida gay camp ground, called Sawmill. Their long-time friendship blossomed into
a romance over long talks, belly laughs, and
common life experiences.
“We had Guy-Fi, like WiFi” joked Alan, “on
the same wavelength.”
Alan and Scott complement one another.
They enjoy active lifestyles. Until recently, they
shared a close modern family, often enjoyed
family gatherings blended between Scott’s two
daughters, five grandkids and his ex-wife with
Alan’s then 93-year-old mother.
“My sister said ‘We really like this one. Don’t
screw it up. But if you break up – we’re keeping
him,’” said Scott.
It was Alan who took Scott’s ex-wife to get
her CAT scan.
“That’s how close we all are,” said Scott.
When Alan and Scott got married in 2018, the
wedding was well attended by approximately
160 family, friends, and fans. Staying true to
their nature, Alan and Scott gave a wedding
“performance” no one will ever forget.
During their courtship, they had long talks
on jet skis. That was when they discovered they
were soulmates. So, it made sense to add that to
their wedding ceremony.
The Eustis Community Center was selected
for the ceremony due to its proximity to the
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Alan and Scott
on jet ski at their
wedding held at the
Eustis Community
Center, located by
the boating docks
off the panoramic
pier of Lake Harris
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“When I
reach old
age, I want
to be able
to look back
and say, I
lived my life
to the fullest,
and I lived
my truth”
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Alan Darcy’s CDs
MOMENTUM
About finding the
energy to move forward.

Bringing Saxy Back
Often dressed in a Spiderman t-shirt and
unicorn baseball cap, Alan operates to the beat
of his own drum – or in his case, to the toot of
his own horn. He is a kid at heart who developed his two life-long passions – Marvel Comics and saxophone playing – while in the fourth
grade, whose greatest pleasure is inviting others to play with his inner kid.
It was during an assembly at PS 44 in Staten
Island, New York, where the sound of the saxophone grabbed his attention. Alan explained
the appeal.
“The saxophone was made by Adolf Sax.
His intention was to make an instrument
that mimicked the human voice,” said Alan.

FEARLESS
A compilation of songs
from other artists. The
song Fearless itself is an
original. It was Darcy’s
take on “Europa” an
iconic saxophone song,
originally written on
guitar by Carlos Santana.
HOLIDAY JAM
Darcy’s Christmas CD.

Contact
Information:
Alan Darcy
Rebel Records
813.997.7299
Alandarcy@me.com
alandarcy.com
Scott Simon Darcy
Tour Manager
Scottdsimone@me.com
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boating docks off the panoramic pier on Lake
Harris. As the music played, guests marveled
upon the arrival of the two grooms on jet skis,
one coming from the left, the other on the right.
Two years into the marriage and the festivities haven’t ended. The fun continues every
night they perform. Recently, Alan performed
at a Star Wars themed wedding. Fun people attract fun people.
“When I reach old age, I want to be able to
look back and say, I lived my life to the fullest,
and I lived my truth,” said Alan.

“The way the saxophone produces its sound,
with the reeds and the air, it mimics the vocal cords. It is subliminal, but people love it so
much because it sounds the most like the human voice.”
The appeal for the performer, such as a tenor or alto, is the feeling of “singing the song”
through the horn.
“I cannot sing like Whitney Houston or Etta
James, I don’t have their range,” said Alan,
“but I imagine Whitney Houston’s power notes
coming out of her and coming through the alto
sax – that’s what I am envisioning (when I perform).”
After years of perfecting his craft and
self-acceptance, Alan developed the following
philosophy that would dictate his life: “Once
you decide to commit yourself to your passion,
the universe gets behind you and supports
you.” Armored with that credo, Alan pursued
a career in music, adding his own brand of
personality to stand out.
On his business card, he posted: “For Hot
Sax, Call Alan Darcy.”
Over the past 25 years, Alan has been inspired by Richie Cannata, Billy Joel, Mindi Abair and many others. Mentored by sax
players like Jim Burge, Bob Reynolds and Bob
Franceschini, he has made a career out of his
own fusion of pop and jazz.
In 2020, Alan continues onward. He was in
the recording studio in January to record his
next CD, to be released later this year. Meanwhile, he continues to entertain packed room
audiences in restaurants and halls throughout
The Villages, such as Ricciardi’s Italian Table,
Red Sauce, City Fire, and The Waterfront Inn,
and SIP in Leesburg, Fla.
“The people here in The Villages, and this
part of Florida, have been so wonderful,” said
Alan. “They embrace us as we are.”

ORIGINALE
All of Darcy’s original
music in one CD.
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Layered Blend
Jaycee Oliver shares her perspective through her
non-objective abstract art, where she believes we
are all beautifully interconnected.
STORY BY R. JILL FINK, MFA PHOTO BY BARBARA DOBBINS

A

ndy Warhol said, “I see art in everything.
Your shoes. That car. This coffee cup.
It’s art if you see it as art.” Throughout
queer history, art has been an undeniable link that speaks to us and for us. I
pose the question: Without it, who and
what are we? Thankfully, our local leadership is promoting and embracing art as a draw to our ever-growing city.
Ocala has been re-inventing itself since the Great Fire on
Thanksgiving in 1883. The addition of the Art District, located in and around Tuscawilla Park, further solidifies the
proof that our lovely town is truly growing up and advancing like never before.
Jaycee Oliver, a long-time local, has been an Educator in
the Marion County School District for over twenty years.
She’s also an accomplished Contemporary Abstract &
Equine Artist and a truly genuine, lovely individual. Her
paintings reflect her own personal, emotional and spiritual journey through life. She produces “expressive pieces
painted with thoughts, feelings and experiences,” according to her artist statement.
Jaycee works primarily at her second home in Mayo,
Florida in a loft studio overlooking the Suwannee River.
She married her longtime partner, Barb, in 2015. Barb
hand-builds Jaycee’s canvases and frames smaller works.

Jaycee’s work is intuitive; not planned
out. She adds, removes, layers and blends
oils and acrylics, combined with graphite
and other mixed media to produce paintings that draw you in and speak to you.
She doesn’t call a work complete until,
according to her, “the seen and the unseen harmonize with my spirit and resonate with my soul.”
On her enchanting website, Jaycee
states, “I truly believe that we are all interconnected, moving through similar
experiences with common hopes and
dreams.” In our community, our cities
and our country, we are interconnected,
but we need more ways to create common ground between social divides. Art
can do this for us as it can bring us together to enjoy beauty, creativity and the
talent that surrounds us, but it can help
us delve much deeper than mere discussion. Attend a gallery opening. Go to
First Friday Art Walks. Reach out to people who are different, and you will find
that our differences can provide positive
change if we open ourselves to starting
those conversations.
With over 55,000 followers on Instagram, Jaycee has had gallery representation in three different spaces in Florida,
most currently Gallery Vibe at 851 Vanderbilt Beach Road in Naples. You can
find her beautiful work at jayceeoliver.
com.

R. JILL FINK is a
professional writer
and artist from South
Florida. She has
lived in the Ocala
area most of her life.
She possesses two
Master of Fine Arts
degrees from Full
Sail University; one in
Media Design and one
in Creative Writing.
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TRAVEL
Wonderfully Weird
World traveler Mike Fallon shares his top 2 most
memorable travel destinations.
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I

started traveling in my early 20s, but not because of childhood experiences.
My parents were vacationers — not passionate travelers. We lived in Florida,
so we explored theme parks, beaches, natural springs, and occasionally an
outlet mall.
Thanks to these adventures, I have fond memories of beach-front motels
and resorts near Disney World. If we traveled outside Florida, it was to see
family in Atlanta or Charleston in a bulky station wagon with that cool flip-up seat in the rear —
obviously before the existence of iPads.
I really cherished these experiences, but it wasn’t until my first trip to Europe that I really expanded my horizons. I loved feeling outside my comfort zone in a sea of art, architecture, and culinary delight. Translating signs in different languages, communicating with locals, and getting lost
on purpose felt so exhilarating. Travel took a new meaning after this trip, and as I checked more
destinations off my bucket list over the next five or so years, I started craving something different...
something more obscure, where I could feel like a character in a fantasy film, lost in places with
eerie customs, mysteries ruins, or lost civilizations with a post-apocalyptic mystery.

Post-Apocalyptic Pleasure
NOW, WITH 15 YEARS and 80 countries be➺hind
me, I’d like to share a few of my favorite

mysterious places on the planet.
The first on my list is The Chernobyl Exclusion Zone in Ukraine. To start, Ukraine is
a treat in its own right, with Kiev an easy flight
from most European airline hubs, beautiful
architecture, delicious food, and cheap vintage clothing and décor. While in Kiev, be sure
to grab a drink at Lift, a friendly club tucked
away on the fourth floor of an office building.
The karaoke is often in English and the locals
are welcoming.
The Chernobyl Exclusion Zone is a couple
hours outside Kiev, but the time passes quickly
as our guide told tales of the Chernobyl nuclear disaster and the Soviet’s design of Pripyat,

a city developed to court the nation’s top scientists and their families. When you first enter
the exclusion zone, you’re outfitted with dosimeters to monitor your radiation exposure
and you’re briefed on the rules of the zone.
My first stop inside the zone included dilapidated, abandoned homes, crumbling schools,
and ransacked shops. You’re free to wander
around a bit, and this is when you’ll find shattered cabinets filled with family photos, haphazardly located piles of used gas masks and
seemingly once important documents. You’ll
even discover children’s play areas with toys
still on the floor from playtime the day the city
was evacuated for good.
It’s best to take a moment to yourself here,
as you’ll truly experience what a post-apoc-

A classroom in the
city of Pripyat left
this way after the
evacuation and
abandonment of
the city.
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alyptic world is like. It’s also pretty eerie and
nearly silent here, until your dosimeter sounds
an alarm like your smoke detector when the
crumbs in your toaster catch on fire early on a
Sunday morning.
That alarm means that you’re close to something emitting radiation and you should walk
away until the alarm stops. If you’re feeling
sleepy, that’ll jolt you awake like a double
espresso. Our exploring continued to the city
of Pripyat, a well-designed Soviet era city
that once was home to nearly 50,000 residents. Walking these empty streets and large

concrete apartment buildings, complete with
graffiti and broken windows, you’ll tour apartments with murals of Mickey Mouse and clothing tossed out of dressers over 30 years ago.
As you peer around hallways on the 6th floor
of a building like you’re in a scene from The
Walking Dead, it’s easy to anticipate a zombie
around each corner.
Finally, the tour ends at the Chernobyl Nuclear Power Plant and reactor No. 4, the culprit
in one of the world’s worst nuclear disasters.
As you get to the zone, you’ll get an uneasy
feeling, like an evacuee leaving a disaster zone.
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Going’ to Kathmandu
TAKES SECOND place on my list of favor➺iteNEPAL
quirky places. If you’re familiar with the hippie

philosophy of the ‘60s you know Nepal is a hippie haven. And you’d be right. In fact, The Hippie
Trail of the era runs through Kathmandu.
There are more than 2,000 temples in and
around the city of Kathmandu, and within the
area of Durbar Square, you’ll find scores of temples in various stages of decline, often due to
earthquake activity.
Here you can retrace the footsteps of thousands
of Hippies who set foot on a journey from London or Amsterdam across Eastern Europe and
through the Middle East to end in Kathmandu, all
in search of peace, love, and hashish. By the time
they made it to Kathmandu, many had spent time
in Tehran and Kabul as these were official stops
on the trail. You can see the remains of the Hippie
Temple, where many could be found lounging in
the sun for warmth.

Like the hippies, find your enlightenment; explore, pray, reflect on life, and enjoy some of the
best people-watching anywhere. After Durbar
Square, head to Freak Street where many of the
cannabis shops of this era can be found, but nowadays they don’t sell actual drugs, but instead you
can buy mystical relics, all sorts of books, scents,
cold weather gear, and all things hippie.
The Hippie Trail’s glory days ended after the
Soviet Invasion of Afghanistan and the Iranian
Revolution, as the trail became impassable for
most Westerners, but here you can experience
the remains of a storied era that many of our parents and grandparents were able to experience.
As always, keep exploring.
—
MICHAEL FALLON is a business professor at Beacon College
in Leesburg, Fla., and an avid traveler. He spends about three
months per year traveling the world, and has visited all Seven
Wonders of the World. He’s been to nearly 80 countries, and
around 60 UNESCO World Heritage Sites.

Mike Fallon with a
Nepali holy man at
Durbar Square in
Kathmandu, Nepal.
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Pisces Rising—Gay friendly dining in Lake County
STORY BY GARY TANNER

W

SHRIMP &
GRITS - Organic
Anson Mills
Stone-Milled grits
with a creamy
white wine sauce,
Gulf Shrimp,
Andouille,
Peppers, Onions
& Spinach Classic Southern
staple with
influences from
the Gulf Coast
up through South
Carolina.

PHOTOS BY DALTON R HOBBS

hen you think of Lake
County, you may not
equate it to gay friendly.
Surprisingly, it has several areas where many gay
people work, live, and
play. In fact, one of the most enjoyable happy hours
on a Friday evening is at a restaurant in Mount
Dora, Florida. Mount Dora is a quaint, charming
town in Lake County that is home to unique shops
and incredible dining. And, also home to arts and
craft festivals a couple of times a year that brings in
thousands of tourists.
On a Friday evening in Mount Dora, make your
way to a lovely restaurant called Pisces Rising. Not
only is it a fabulous restaurant with an awesome
menu, it is home to one of the most vibrant happy
hours in the entire area. On Friday, around 5pm,
you’ll find an entire crowd of gay people, mixed
with other locals enjoying drinks on an expansive
deck, waiting on the sun to kiss the horizon over
Lake Dora. And if this wasn’t enough, you always
have live music in the background as you are meeting new people and visiting with familiar faces.
Pisces Rising is a celebration of Florida cuisine.
The chef creates colorful creations with the boun-

ty of the nearby Gulf and the farms that are in the
Central Florida region. Considered Farm to Table,
Pisces Rising buys local when possible. They have
working relationships with several farms in the
area and are able to work with the farmers to provide input of products needed based on customer preference. You can always find a selection on
the menu for everyone, including steaks, chicken,
pork, seafood, and specialty items like their famous shrimp and grits!
Not only is the food fresh and fabulous, they
have some of the best choices for beer, wine, and
craft cocktails. They have an extensive wine list
and tend to use local breweries for their draft beer
selections. There are two bars for your enjoyment,
one inside for quieter conversation, and the outside bar where everyone is enjoying the music and
dancing the evening away.
Pisces Rising serves lunch and dinner with options for inside or outside dining. They also have a
fantastic Sunday Brunch, complete with an option
for unlimited mimosas and sangria. Who doesn’t
love unlimited mimosas on a Sunday Funday?
Pisces Rising is located at 239 W Fourth Ave,
Mount Dora, Florida and online at www.piscesrisingdining.com
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Friday Night Fabulous
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LATEST DISH

clockwise from top left: spacious, well-lit inside seating
Lakeside outdoor patio deck
Romantic dining area by the fireplace
1/2 CHICKEN - Free range chickens sourced from Lake
Meadows Farms in Ocoee (Central Florida) - Sous Vide
& finished with a Tabasco Gastrique & Bacon Whipped
Potatoes - Local Grown Heirloom Rainbow Baby Carrots
NEW YORK STRIP - Certified Angus Florida Raised Beef
Blackened with Creamy Chimmi Churri Polenta topped with
Red Chimmi-Hierloom Blistered Tomatoes & Local Arugula
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GARY TANNER has a
strong background in
information technology
and property and
casualty insurance.
He lives in Mount
Dora, Fla., with his
partner of more than
30 years and is an
active member of the
community. Tanner
owns a successful
insurance agency, and
he writes technology
and lifestyle articles
related to the
insurance industry, and
local food scene.

OVER 20 YEARS’ EXPERIENCE

tile elegance
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T I L E E L EG A N C E BY D O N OVA N
Elegance at its Best
COMMERCIAL & RESIDENTIAL INSTALLATIONS
Mark D. Mayo
Veteran Owned & Operated
PHONE 678.593.6619
EMAIL tileelegance.donovan@gmail.com
LICENSED, REGISTERED & INSURED
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Latest Fade Fad
The faded beard could be the hot new look for the stylish hipster male
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T

he hipster beard has undergone some style changes since the gay
scene reintroduced it to the stylish meterosexual straight man in
2010, including length and cut. The scruff look evolved into the
shag beard paired with man bun by 2015. In 2020, it’s time for another upgrade. Will it be the faded beard? A look through grooming photos in 2019 compared to early 2020 seems to confirm it. In
2019, the look was full beard with fade from the sideburns up. In 2020, the new look
is a fade continuing down into the beard for a sleek, well-groomed look. Some add
design detail for a custom look. Prepare to either do it yourself or make more frequent
appointments with your stylist. Maintenance requires weekly trims.

THE 2020
NEW LOOK.

PINFORTREND.COM, PINTEREST.COM, MENSHAIRSTYLESTODAY.COM, MENHAIRSTYLESWORLD.COM, AND HAIRSTYLEONPOINT.COM

THE 2019
LOOK.
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L2R CHRIS WILLIAMS,
DARIUS SNACK,
TYLER SCHRAGE,
BRYAN WILLIAMS

CONGRATS
TO THE BOYS OF POPWRAPPED ON
25-BILLION SOCIAL MEDIA IMPRESSIONS!
FROM YOUR FRIENDS AT SOTOMAYOR MEDIA

G A L A S F O R G AY S
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Playlist LIVE 2020
2020

A Celebration A Decade In the Making

ANNUAL

STORY BY EMBRACE STAFF WRITER

O

ver 13,000 fans, and hundreds of the worlds’ biggest
creators descended on Orlando, Florida, for the tenth
anniversary of Playlist Live.
The 3-day sold-out event
could only be described as insane. Teen fans
mobbed the World Center Marriott, hoping to
catch a glimpse of their favorite content creator,
mobbing them in the process, and even physically
fighting over merch.
Playlist has rightfully earned its spot as one of
the biggest creator events in the world and has a
reputation for being not only one of the most inclusive, but also the one major creator event in
which LGBT creators are specifically sought out
and celebrated. Huge LGBT influencers like James
Charles, Ricky Dillon, Larray Ox, Sam Collins and
megastar YouTuber, Twaimz, all took center stage,
raining gifts and love down on attendees, giving
their fans a rare chance to spend time with them,
in a close, intimate setting, without being bullied
by bodyguards or handlers.
TikTok royalty, Tyler Schrage, Chris Williams,
Bryan Williams, and Darius “Snack” Rusnack
spent the weekend fully engaged with fans, and
creators alike. Schrage had the second most popular TikTok video of the entire weekend, racking up
more than 25-million views, and millions of likes.
The ladies were also out in full force. Savannah
Maddison, Kings Smith, and Avani Gregg made
special appearances, causing near mass hysteria
in the process. Maddison took time each day to
sing to fans waiting in line, giving them a special

sneak peek at her newest single “If You Can.”
Important topics were featured at dozens of
mainstage panels throughout the weekend. Mental Health was a resonating theme, with many
megastars lending advice to young fans, discussing the importance of loving yourself, avoiding cyber bullying situations, and maintaining a healthy
relationship with social media. Throughout the
weekend, one thing was clear, both fans and creators cherish a space in which they can freely and
honestly engage with each other.
Creators were treated to exclusive spaces
throughout the weekend, including the TikTok
Motel, a quiet reprieve from the madness below.
Inside the exclusive lounge, creators could find a
snack, grab a cocktail, relax and create content
with other creators, or charge their devices. Next
door, special gifting suites awaited those famous
enough to be invited. Free swag, clothing, and tens
of thousands of dollars in expensive electronics
were all given out, like Christmas morning at the
Kardashian’s.
To the delight of both fans and creators, Playlist
announced that they’d be holding a Tri-State PopUp in Secaucus, New Jersey on September 4th and
5th 2020, in an attempt to tide everyone over until
their annual Orlando event in the Spring of 2021.
One thing is for certain; social media stars and
influencers are driving the bus, in ways that only
traditional media and Hollywood celebrities had
ever been able to do before. They are dictating
what we eat, what we wear, and where we go, and
fans are hungry for idols that they can actually engage with, instead of viewing from the sidelines.

Chris Williams, Darius
Snack, Tyler Schrage, &
Bryan Williams
The Ladies Of Bad
Dancers Only
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Irby Revered
Equality Florida revealed Buddy Irby as Alley for
Equality Award recipient at masquerade ball.
EXCLUSIVE PHOTOS AND COVERAGE
BY J O H N SOTO M AYO R

T

he rainbow lit columns of
the Gainesville Woman’s
Club, indicated something
special would happen within. Inside, Equality Florida
honored former Clerk of
Courts Buddy Irby with the prestigious Ally for
Equality Award among hundreds of guests in lavish masquerade attire for his 24 years of service,
most notably as the first person to issue same-sex
marriage licenses in Alachua County, at the annual Greater Gainesville-area fundraising Gala on
Saturday, March 7, 2020.
Equality Florida noted that when other neighboring counties discontinued issuing marriage
licenses in an attempt to avoid compliance with
the marriage equality law, Irby forged ahead, affirming to residents throughout North Central
Florida that Alachua County would remain committed to recognizing and performing marriages
in accordance with the law.
Also honored was Santa Fe College’s Dean of
Access and Inclusion, Doctor Cheryl Calhoun,
who developed HIV/AIDS educational programming in her time with the American Red Cross

and has dedicated herself to the creation of safe
spaces for the LGBTQ community throughout
her career.
Many dignitaries, business owners, community leaders and fashionable members of
the LGBTQ community rallied when Brandon
Wolf, Equality Florida Media Relations Manager, announced that, like last year, Ken Colen,
owner of On Top of the World Communities in
Ocala pledged a matching fund of $20,000.
Within minutes, the $20,000 was raised beginning with pledges of $5,000 worked down to
$100 to reach a total of $88,765 raised at the
fundraiser.
A photo booth was operated by PNC Bank to
provide keepsake photos for the attendees. Catering was provided by Sandra Carlisi with Elegant Events. Embrace Magazine had exclusive
coverage of the event.

Buddy Irby
and Linda Irby

SEEN

Mary Alford and
Ayesha Solomon

Gerald Polk and Tonya Cowart

Don Suther and Adriane Isenberg

Sarah Williams, Keri Johnson and Natalie Rella

Helen Warren, Connie Amidei and Flo Turcotte

Yulien Cruz-Davis, Melvin Smith-Lopez
and Joel Cruz-Davis

Michelle Wagoner and Trevor Poppe
David Juras and
Mark Elliot
Dre Sorrell and
Morris Hylton III

Reina Saco and Patrick Kelly

Crystal
Sorrow
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Julicia Gouge,
Rachel Bryant,
and Hayley
Bramall
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Chekea Dollison
and Zana Cruz

Ocala embraces Pride

O

STO RY A N D P H OTOS BY J O H N SOTO M AYO R

n Saturday, October 19, 2019, Ocala Pride Inc.
organizers braved risk of rain, and was rewarded
with an amazing event for everyone. Held at Tuscawilla Park, the event was family-friendly, as
LGBTQ and straight families mingled among the
vendors and danced in the open field before the stage as performers
like Mickey’s This and That, Deifendeifer, and Apex took the stage.
LGBTQ+ organizations were present, such as PFLAG of North Central Florida, Unity for Ocala, and Metropolitan Community Church.
A few community notables included the reining Mr and Mrs Ocala
Onyx Valentino and Starr Shine, Ocala Cannibals, Soul Essentials of
Ocala, host of “Mama Knows Best” Talk Show – Mama, and then
candidate for Marion County Clerk of Courts, Cynthia Moody.

Albert Rager and Paula
Smith, OPI President

Casey Donahue, Mike Smith,
Doug Reed, and Keith Stein

Oynx Valentino
and Starr Shine
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Cynthia Moody
and Otto Hoel
Coreena Bias
and Caleb Clyatt
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Jadan Beck and
Joshua Davis
John C, Clarissa Robinson, and Jenna Ilosky

Maylee, Grace,
and Noah Roberts

Tyler Anne Hall, Xak Brittain,
and Mathew Spencer

Faith Henderson
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Shaped By Performance.
Feel The Power.

The 2020

Cayenne
The 2020

Macan

The 2020

911
Porsche Ocala
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Saturday:
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